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ABSTRACT 

This study has three primary, interrelated themes. First, this thesis will show that 

creating native Christian leadership was a fiindamentai goal of the Presbyterians who ran 

the Tucson Indian Training School (1888-1960). Second it will be shown that this pursuit 

by the Presbyterians, when combined with the motivations and goals of the students and 

their families, often times expressed itself in Escuela students who were adept at 

cooperation and cultural brokering. Finally this thesis will address the fiindamentai 

difference between federal Indian schools and mission schools to show that a goal of 

creating Christian leaders was more easily achieved in the mission school environment 

after the turn of the 20th century. Primary and secondary sources, as well as interviews 

with Tucson Indian School alumni are used to place this particular Indian boarding school 

in historical, cultural and personal perspective. 
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Introduction: 
Coalescing Cultures 

The Milky Way 

One bright summer day a man, who live across the sky was out of flour. 
He thought to himself at first, that he can get along all right with[out] it. So he 
tried it, he quickly find out that he must have bread. He had a donkey. The man 
did not like to ride on him because he have to go across the sky and it might throw 
him oflf he knew not where. But he must have flour so he got on his donkey and 
the donkey was all right for the first time. But all this time he was afiraid he might 
fell oflf. But he got there where the miller was busy grinding wheat into flour. He 
took a large sack of flour and put it on the donkey's back and then got on to [the 
donkey] himself He was not thinking where he was going, he was only thinking 
of flour and what nice things he would make out of it when he gets home while he 
was fiill of happy. A fox ran across and the donkey was fiighten and jumped and 
jumped all his way across the sky. The poor old man had to hold on to the donkey 
neck. His flour was spilled and the same fox saw that the flour was spilled came 
along and lick the flour m some parts all the way across. The old man never 
wished again to ride on his donkey nor across the sky any more after that.^ 

This story was written on a yellowed sheet of lined paper in the steady, deliberate 

hand of a nascent English student at the Tucson Indian Training School in the late 1890s. 

The primary goals of these early years of the Tucson Indian School, afifectionately known 

as Escuela, were to teach English, to Christianize and to ultimately instill qualities of 

Christian leadership in Pima and Tohono O'odham students. "The Milky Way" reflects the 

success that Escuela had in reaching some of these goals, but perhaps more importantly, 

this story represents the nature of the cultural interactions that took place at Escuela. The 

Escuela student who inscribed these words on that yellowed paper effectively synthesized 

two traditions into one coherent story. That action, or perhaps cultural reaction, reflects 

the work being done at Escuela through the first half of the 20th century. 
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The story of the Milky Way cited above is very similar to an O'odham story 

collected in Dean and Lucille Saxtons' Legends and Lore of the Papago and Pima Indians 

(1973). In the Saxton collection this story is titled "Coyote Scatters Stars," but the events 

portrayed are nearly identical.^ The "traditional" version of the tale has Coyote riding on 

the back of Buzzard. In 20th century terms, Buzzard and Coyote are archetypal 

characters in the O'odham storytelling tradition. The Escuela student's story of the Milky 

Way replaces these archetypal characters from O'odham tradition with archetypal elements 

from a Christian tradition. Buzzard becomes the biblical donkey and Coyote becomes an 

anonymous man. The student also changes the com meal of the traditional story into 

flour. The overall effect is the Christianization of an ancient O'odham story. The story 

retains elements of structure and theme from the O'odham tale, but infiises characters and 

resources from a Christian tradition. "The Milky Way" represents the coalescence of two 

distinct cultural traditions as seen through the eyes of one Escuela student. 

The original question which inspired this study dealt with the relationship between 

Escuela and leadership among the Tohono O'odham. When I began this research there 

seemed to be a significant and clear link between political leadership and Escuela, but as 

Escuela's story came into focus it became clear that leadership meant much more than 

political power. Through the course of this study I will try to show that creating native 

Christian leadership was a fundamental goal of the Tucson Indian School. This pursuit by 

the Presbyterians, when combined with the motivations and goals of the students and their 

families, often tunes expressed itself in Escuela students who were adept at cooperation 

and cultural brokering. Since Escuela students were taught from a Protestant American 

perspective, leadership was closely aligned with the ideals of Protestantism. Christian 

leadership was defined in terms of community building and evangelism. Those Native 

American students who helped to spread Protestant American culture by way of 
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evangelical Presbyterianism were perceived by the Presbyterians as leaders among their 

people. 

Escuela's clear religious instruction, the key to their message of cooperation and 

brokering, was possible largely because of a series of changes in relations between the 

American federal government and American churches in the last part of the 19th century. 

By 1900 the American federal government withdrew all funding from "sectarian" Indian 

schools.3 Many of these mission schools, which were run by a variety of Christian 

denominations, had previously existed as contract schools, providing education to Indian 

children in exchange for a govemment subsidy to cover the expense of that education. 

These schools represented the most consistent and continues form of Western education 

offered to Indian people. Missionaries from various Christian sects had been using 

education as a means of religious conversion from the earliest days of European contact in 

North America. 

The political and social situation in America around the turn of the 20th century 

precipitated an end to federal fimding of these schools. Left to compete with massive 

federally run Indian boarding schools, the smaller and less financially secure mission 

schools had to rely on funds from the denominational Missions Boards which ran them. 

This measure of independence from the federal govemment allowed those mission schools 

which continued to operate in the 20th century to develop somewhat differently than 

federal schools. While the various Boards which administered mission schools were 

heavily influenced by the political and social pressures of the time, these mission schools 

were also distinctly different from their government counterparts in a variety of ways. 

The &st chapter of this thesis will be dedicated to locating Escuela's place in 

O'odham history. A historical discussion of the first Christians to work among the 

O'odham, the Jesuits and Franciscans, will reveal gradual cultural changes experienced by 
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the O'odham beginning in the late 16th century. These changes will be shown to have a 

direct relationship to the mission and work of the Presbyterians in the 19th and 20th 

centuries. The final part of the first chapter will briefly relate the personal stories of two 

early 20th century Escuela alumni. I will try to show that these two men represent what 

the Escuela administration and the Presbyterian church were striving for in their alumni: 

Christian leaders who were dedicated to improving their communities. These two men 

give a clue as to the overall impact Escuela had on the O'odham. 

The second chapter of this thesis will deal with Escuela's relationship to the larger 

system of Indian education in the United States. This chapter will focus on the end of 

federal fimding for church afBliated contract schools. I will argue that the education being 

administered at Escuela during the 1930s, 40s, and 50s was drastically different fi-om that 

being administered at federal boardmg schools at the same time largely due to the absence 

of a fiscal relationship between those who ran Escuela and the federal government. 

Escuela of the 1930s, 40s, and 50s will be shown to be a boarding school similar, yet 

significantly different than contemporaneous federal boarding schools. This chapter will 

first show the well established relationship between Indian education, American 

government and churches. The discussion will then turn toward the rifi; in this 

relationship. The last part of this chapter will provide a brief historical discussion of 

Escuela's early days, with an emphasis on how Escuela was able to survive and even 

flourish in an era without public fijnding for Indian mission schools. 

The third chapter of this thesis will deal with the role that Escuela played in the 

lives of a group of people, primarily O'odham, who attended. This section will be 

dedicated to filling out a portrmt of Escuela in the 1930s, 40s, and early 50s firom alumni 

remembrances. Particular attention will be paid to those aspects of an Escuela experience 

which stand out as unique to Escuela, or at least unique to mission schools. This section 
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will provide vital answers to questions about what Escuela taught and what those lessons 

meant to the lives of alumni. The goal of this chapter is to show that Escuela was a living 

institution which was built on the experiences of people. 

The fourth chapter of this thesis will deal exclusively with the issue of leadership at 

Escuela. Leadership was a large part of Escuela and was related to community building 

and cooperative efforts in order to achieve social and communal goals. In this chapter I 

will try to show, primarily from alumni recollections, that leadership at Escuela was 

directly tied to the evangelical Christian message which Escuela was teaching. The unique 

position that Escuela and other religiously afiBliated Indian schools enjoyed allowed them 

to freely promote evangelical Christianity. In the case of Escuela this meant the freedom 

to teach those skills of leadership and cooperation which are closely related to a successful 

Christian mission. 

Methodology: 

A series of interviews conducted in November 1996 and February 1997 between 

with several Tucson Indian School alumni breathes life into this thesis. The transcripts of 

these interviews provide the most vital answers to the questions which will be raised in the 

course of this study. A total of ten people participated in this project as consultants. 

There were two meetings in which I asked questions of a group of eight to ten people. 

The second of these sessions was taped and transcribed; the first was a more informal 

meeting in which introductions were made and the project, as I conceived of it at the time, 

was explained. A series of one-on-one mterviews took place in the weeks immediately 

following the second group session. 

My initial contact was with Mr. Joseph Joaquin, who is the current chair of the 

Tohono O'odham Cultural Committee. Mr. Joaquin arranged the initial meeting between 
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myself and the alumni who were interested in speaking with me. At that initial meeting I 

presented Mr. Joaquin with my idea and he indicated that I could proceed without a 

formal presentation to his committee or the Tohono O'odham Tribal Council. 

As stated above, the interviews were recorded with a small cassette recorder and 

transcribed. Written permission from each of the participants was received in accordance 

with the University of Arizona Human Subject Committee guidelines. My role as a 

student and a researcher was also clearly explained to each participant. A copy of the final 

draft of this thesis will be available to any of the participants who wishes to have one. 

Ten Escuela alumni added their voices to this project. Nine of these ten people sat 

down with me one-on-one, each session lasting for about an hour and a half These 

uiterviews were much more like prompted remembrances than interviews. Rather than 

using a list of questions, I generally just worked off of a sheet of notes. These notes 

represented the topics I was interested in exploring. The topics included, but were not 

limited to: religious afBliation before and after Escuela, education after Escuela, careers 

that the alunmi chose, the importance of education in their homes as children, benefits of 

an Escuela education, Escuela's relationship to leadership, the importance of singing at 

Escuela and for the rest of life, punishment, rebellion, and the Indian language prohibition 

at Escuela. 

The Alumni: 

The Escuela alumni who agreed to speak with me for this project have several 

things in common that are worthy of a brief discussion. As stated above, I did one-on-one 

interviews with nine former Escuela students. Eight of these nine people were O'odham 

and all nine live either in Sells or Topawa, which is about 8 miles south of Sells. Nine out 

of the total of ten people I spoke to had parents who attended some sort of Indian 
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boarding school. Of those, four people had at least one parent who attended Escuela for 

some time. Most of the alumni I spoke with went for some further education after 

Escuela. All of the alumni with whom I spoke are still very active in some Christian 

denomination. The majority are still Presbyterian, but a few attend Baptist services. 

Choral singing is something that is common to all of these consultants. They sang in 

school and they still sing today. Several of the alumni I spoke with are part of the 

O'odham Choir, which, as I understand it, is a mostly Presbyterian choral group that 

performs at a variety of church related events. They are known for their beautiful 

renditions of Christian hymns in the O'odham language, although according to some, since 

they learned a lot of the songs from a Pima man, they often sing in Pima, not O'odham. 

Every alumnus that I spoke with was given the option of using a pseudonym for 

the transcripts that would be part of this thesis. Each person declined, so real names will 

be used throughout. I will briefly introduce each participant here, and then I will simply 

use their first names and the years they attended to identify them through the rest of the 

thesis. 

Betty Antone and George Ignacio are brother and sister. Betty attended Escuela 

from 1929 through 1941, when she graduated from high school. George went to Escuela 

in 1931 or 1932 and left after his sophomore year in high school to attend the Haskell 

Institute in Lawrence, Kansas for vocational training in welding. George and Betty are the 

only two alumni that I interviewed whose tinfiing was such that they went from 

kindergarten through high school at Escuela. This was possible only for a few classes 

because in the 1930s the lowest primary grades were dropped and high school grades 

were gradually added. Betty and George, therefore, spent 12 and 10 years, respectively, 

at Escuela, the longest of any of the alumni with whom I spoke. As I said, George's last 

two years were spent at Haskell where he learned blacksmithing and metal working, the 
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trades his father practiced. George and Betty's father, aside from being a blacksmith and 

welder, was the first Tribal Chairman of the Tohono O'odham Nation. 

Leonard Harvey was in George's class, but he did not start at Escuela until 1935. I 

never had the chance to do a one on one interview with Leonard, but he provided quite a 

bit of insight at the group meeting which I recorded and transcribed for this thesis. 

Leonard graduated from Escuela in 1943. 

Eliza Robertson was also m George and Leonard's class, but she did not go to 

Escuela until 1939, where she joined Leonard and George for their ninth grade year. Eliza 

grew up in Tucson in a Catholic home, and went to Escuela, by her own recollection, 

because she was not happy at home. Eliza also graduated from Escuela in 1943. 

Barbara Seumptewa attended Escuela from the fifth grade, around 1939, until she 

graduated from high school in 1947. Barbara's father was from Vamori, where she lived 

as a child, but she also lived in Sells, where she attended the government day school up to 

the fifth grade. 

Evelyn Antone attended Escuela from 1944 through 1950, when she graduated 

from high school. Evelyn is from Vamori, but she also lived in San Mguel for a time as a 

child. Evelyn's father was Rev. Joaqum Lopez, who was, it seems, the only O'odham 

person who served as an ordained Presbyterian minister. Rev. Lopez apparently also 

attended Escuela, at least briefly, as his name is used in promotional materials for the 

Tucson Indian School. Rev. Lopez conducted Presbyterian services in the O'odham 

language at San NCguel, then at Vamori. 
; 

Lillian Ventura attended Escuela from 1944 through 1947, when she transferred to 

the Phoenbc Indian School. Lillian's sister Claudina Blaine also attended Escuela very 

briefly in 1945. I sat down with Lillian and Claudina together and they offered some 

insight into the differences between Escuela and a federal school. Both Lillian and 
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Claudina graduated from the Phoenix Indian School in 1952, at which time they decided 

to take part in the federal government's Indian Relocation program. Their experiences in 

Chicago and Los Angeles as a result of this program offered some insight into what role 

they felt the early exposure to Escuela played in these experiences away from home. 

Maijorie Puella attended Escuela from 1948 until she graduated in 1950. Maije is 

the only alumnus with whom I spoke who is not originally from O'odham country. Maije 

is from the Duck Valley Indian reservation in Nevada, and came to Escuela after being 

frustrated at several other schools, and finally being completely overwhelmed by the 

overcrowding at the Sherman Institute in Riverside, California. 

Marguerita Mendez attended Escuela from 1947 until she graduated in 1954. 

Marguerita, as a niid-1950s graduate is the only alumnus with whom I spoke whose time 

at Escuela coincided with another set of changes that would eventually close Escuela. By 

the time Marguerita started in 1947 it was becoming clear that Escuela was strugglmg for 

its existence m a newly emerging social climate. Marguerita's memories add some sense of 

the changes that accompanied the ultimate end of Escuela, as well as those things that 

remained consistent through the years at Escuela. 

In addition to the interviews, a limited amount of archival research also contributed 

to this paper. Archival collections housed at the Arizona Historical Society in Tucson and 

the Presbyterian Historical Society in Philadelphia provided the bulk of the primary source 

materials. The collections at these two archives provided correspondence, annual reports, 

student guidelines, daily schedules and a variety of other materials important to 

understanding Escuela from the point of view of those who operated the school. 
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Explanation or definition of terms: 

For the purposes of clarity I would like to define or explain several terms that will 

be used throughout this study. First and foremost the term O'odham will be used in a 

variety of situations. In discussions of early contact I will often simply use O'odham, in 

reference to both Tohono O'odham and Pima. The Pima and Tohono O'odham speak 

dialects of the same language, and are considered related people, yet they are also 

distinctly difierent. The word o'odham means "people." The Tohono O'odham are 

therefore the "desert people" and the Pima are the Akimel O'odham or "river people." 

Instead of the less than accurate "Piman" which has often been used in reference to both 

groups, I use O'odham. If I make specific reference to the Pima people, I will use 

that term. When I am referring to the people who were formerly called Papago, I will use 

Tohono O'odham or simply O'odham, the name the tribe and tribal members use. The 

Tohono O'odham nation is comprised of still smaller groups of people who are identified 

along geographic and linguistic lines. If necessary the individual Tohono O'odham dialect 

group will be identified by name or region. 

A rather generic term that will be used often is Western or Western cultures. By 

these terms I am referring to the broad spectrum of Spanish, Mexican, and American 

peoples who have interacted with the O'odham through time. In a very general sense 

Western will be used to mean non-Indian. Various specific Western groups will, of 

course, be identified and discussed, but the term Western will be used to identify those 

things that these peoples had in common. They are all Western in the sense that they are 
; 

derivatives of western European cultures. Most importantly, all these people represent 

some sect of Christianity. The belief in Jesus Christ as saviour of all humanity is the true 

common denominator of those people whom I will refer to as Westerners. 
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1 
Christians in the Desert 

Escuela's Place 

The Tohono O'odham have had a long history of contact and relative cooperation 

with Christians. Fr. Eusabio Francisco Kino, an Italian Jesuit missionary working for the 

Spanish crown, had entered the area then know as the Pimeria Alta by the late 17th 

century. Kino's mission was to convert the Indians he encountered into God-fearing, tax-

paying Christians. By the late 19th century, when the Presbyterian Escuela began to 

instruct O'odham students, Catholicism had ahready had a history among the people that 

spanned two centuries. The story of the Presbyterian Tucson Indian School or Escuela 

and its influence on the Tohono O'odham in the early to middle 20th century has its roots 

in the early work of the Jesuits and Franciscans among the O'odham. Kmo and the Jesuits 

and Franciscans who followed him sparked a complex process of change in O'odham 

culture. By 1888 Catholicism and a variety of Western technologies had settled into the 

lives of many O'odham, yet the people remained distinctly O'odham. The mission to 

"civilize," from the late 19th and early 20th century Protestant reformers' point of view, 

had been largely a failure in the hands of the Catholics. 

It is into this religious and sociopolitical context that Escuela was bom. This first 

chapter of this thesis will locate Escuela's place in O'odham history. This chapter will be 

divided into three parts. First, a discussion of Fr. Kino's mission and the era of 

considerable change it initiated among the O'odham will provide the context for the 

Presbyterian mission of the 19th and 20th centuries. Second, it will be shown that the 

period of social and cultural change which followed Kino's arrival eventually created a 
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need for the O'odham to have people among them who were educated in the ways of the 

encroaching Western cultures. The final portion of this chapter will show that Escuela's 

existence coincided with this perceived need by the O'odham and the government agents 

and missionaries assigned to work among them for what Margaret Szasz has called 

"cultural intermediaries" or "cultural brokers." ̂  I will try to show that during a crucial 

moment in the history of O'odham contact with Western peoples Escuela, while clearly 

attempting to assimilate O'odham children into the mainstream, was in effect creating 

cultural brokers who mediated between the O'odham and the American worlds. 

In the introduction to the collection of essays entitled Between Indian and White 

Worlds Margaret Szasz (1994) condenses much of what has been said about the existence 

of cultural intermediaries in North America. Szasz, in reference to cultural borders, says, 

"For intermediaries or cultural brokers...these borders have become pathways that link 

people rather than barriers that separate them."^ Cultural intermediaries are those people 

who can mediate between two or more distinct groups. The existence of cultural brokers 

in North America predates Western contact by millennia. By the time Westerners found 

their way to North America, the incredibly diverse and culturally separate peoples who 

inhabited that landscape had a long history of cultural brokerage. For the present 

discussion the focus will be on the intermediaries who existed in O'odham borderlands. In 

a variety of situations that will be discussed, cultural intermediaries will be shown to play a 

vital role in the history of O'odham contact with Westerners. 

Much of the change that will be discussed in this chapter is fairly localized to the 
t 

groups who occupy the borderlands of O'odham territory. The O'odham groups in the 

eastern and southern parts of O'odham territory have historically been the first to come 

into contact with Westerners. The relatively continuous contact experienced by those 

O'odham groups means an entirely different social and historic dynamic than the large 
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population of Tohono O'odham living in the desert far to the west of the Santa Cruz valley 

who may have experienced very little change due to the presence of Westerners. By the 

end of the I9th century nearly all the Tohono O'odham were feeling the pressure of a 

Western presence. The history of contact with the O'odham is marked by attempts to call 

all groups who speak the O'odham language one people. Because of geographic and 

linguistic variability, many groups who are now part of the Tohono O'odham or Pima 

tribes may have recognized no particular political or social allegiance to other groups in 

the "tribe" in the 18th and early 19th century. The Presbyterians, in fact, had very limited 

successes among the O'odham at large, so this study is really limited to a handful of 

O'odham villages in the southern and eastern part of O'odham territory who received and 

accepted parts of the Presbyterian message. 

Early Christian Contact 

The story of the Tucson Indian Training School truly begins in the late 17th 

century when Fr.Kino began missionary work among the people we now identify as Pima 

and Tohono O'odham. Kino was an active agent of change in the Pimeria Alta, the area 

north of the upper Rio San Miguel and Rio Sonora.^ More extensive exploration by Kino 

and others further defined the Pimeria Alta as having the Gila river as a rough northern 

boundary and the San Pedro river as an eastern border. Along the river valleys within 

these borders as well as in the desert west of the Santa Cruz river valley to the Colorado 

river. Kino found scattered villages of people speaking similar dialects. Kino's 

"exceptionally vigorous campaign to reduce the scattered rancheria people to pueblos 

lasted for twenty-five years, fi-om 1686 till his death in 1711."^ The mission of the Jesuits 

was the first link in a chain connecting the O'odham and Christianity. Kino's mission 

would also coincide with a series of changes in O'odham culture that would eventually 
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lead to a need for O'odham who had a thorough understanding of the Americans and their 

ways of living. 

The original Jesuit mission among the O'odham had as its intended results the M 

conversion of the natives "not only from 'paganism' to Christianity but also from being 

Indians to becoming loyal, tax-paying citizens of the Spanish Crown. Thus contact 

between O'odham and Western Europeans began with one foot in religion and the other in 

politics. The connection between Christians, domination and money is a theme that 

consistently occurs in the history of North America since Western Europeans first arrived. 

Kino's mission to assimilate began two hundred years earlier than the Presbyterian mission, 

but both groups shared the common goal of attempting to make the O'odham into 

something other than O'odham. In both cases Christianity would be used as a tool to 

attempt to assknilate the people into the mainstream culture of the respective historical 

eras. In both cases perceived successes would be heavily tempered by an ultimate sense of 

failure. Both missions to assimilate showed O'odham skill at adaptability, not the 

wholesale discarding or adopting of a culture or religion. 

The method of conversion utilized by BCino and his contemporaries involved four 

distinct phases.^ Stage one, the mission stage, involved establishing initial contacts and 

gaining the trust of potential converts. Stage two involved either a reduction or a 

conversion. A reduction meant reducing the territory of native peoples by bringing them, 

either by force or by choice, to a "segregated" town built around a church and under the 

watchful and guiding hand of missionaries. A conversion, by contrast, meant simply 

puttmg a church in the middle of an existing native population center and installing 

missionaries as local rulers of the area. All the mission settlements in the Pimeria Alta 

were of the conversion class, as force was never used to bring the O'odham to a mission 

settlement.^ The third stage was referred to as a doctrine, where the already converted 
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Indians would rely upon the teachings of a missionary, either secular or aflBliated with an 

order, to guide them through some of the finer points of their new faith. Finally the fourth 

stage involved the curacy of the newly formed "parish." This final stage, in theory, would 

release the converts firom the hands of the missionaries into the more stable and regular 

care of secular clergy. The final st^e, with the release of the missionaries, would bring 

the new community under the full jurisdiction of Spain, which meant taxes would be due.^ 

This rather elaborate system of empire building by means of religious conversion 

never really took complete hold among the O'odham. By the late 20th century, the only 

conversion founded by Kino which remains an O'odham settlement is San Xavier del Bac.^ 

Kino and the subsequent Jesuits and Franciscans who worked among the O'odham came 

to see the persistence of O'odham ways despite years of steady missionary work. The 

O'odham, like most native peoples of North America, were skillful at adaptation on their 

own terms. They consistently took fi"om Catholicism and Spanish culture those aspects 

which seemed the most relevant and worthwhile. For the O'odham the Catholic message 

was not seen as somethmg which superseded the O'odham way; the Catholic stories, 

icons and rituals came to complement O'odham tradition. A highly syncretised religion 

known as Sonoran Catholicism reflects this O'odham tendency for selective cultural 

adaptation. 

Sonoran Catholicism presents a clear example of the adaptable nature of the 

O'odham and other native peoples. Throughout the 18th and early 19th centuries there 

was an inconsistent missionary presence in the Pimeria Alta. Those native peoples who 

had been presented with the Catholic message were left with a set of religious beliefs, 

including saints, stories and shrines, and no clergy to perform the rites of the religion. 

This version of Catholicism is marked by the absence of clergy, traditional Catholic 

sacraments, masses and most other organized aspects of the faith. What remains is a 
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religious system which is rich with the ritual and images of Catholicism, but without the 

need for a priest.^® 

Sonoran Catholicism shows what can happen when two cultures come together 

without a great deal of conflict. The fighting that accompanied contact between the 

O'odham and outsiders generally occurred in the borderlands. It is in the borderlands 

where the most contact and thus the most conflict or compromise is likely to occur. 

Sonoran Catholicism, on the other hand, developed in the deserts and river valleys which 

were often far away fi-om the constant influence of the priest and the oppressive 

"conquerors." In this environment native beliefs mix with new beliefs to create something 

original. The ethnocentric Presbyterian missionaries who later came into the O'odham 

land saw Sonoran Catholicism as the height of heathen depravity rather than as a 

harmonious blending of traditions. As Mark Banker describes it in Presbyterian Missions 

in the Far Southwest (1993), "To fiercely anti-Catholic American Protestants, this 

syncretic mixture of paganism and papism was worse than paganism itself." ̂  ^ Sonoran 

Catholics would, ironically, be seen as another barrier to be overcome by the Presbyterian 

missionaries of the 19th and 20th centuries. 

Kino brought more than Christian iconography and ritual to the O'odham, though, 

and perhaps his longest lasting legacy is not in terms of religious conversion at all. Kino 

helped to spread a variety of technologies and concepts to the O'odham which would 

outlast his mission by hundreds of years. Fr. Kino and his contemporaries would be 

significantly responsible for upsetting the balance of cultures in the Pimeria Alta by 

thrusting themselves into a world about which they knew very little. Kino presented and 

represented a religious creed, but he also imposed ideas about monarchy, settlement 

patterns and European technology upon those peoples he encountered on his journeys 

through the Pimeria Alta. Kino's presence meant change in the region. 
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A Changing World 

Fr. Kino had definite intentions of changing the lifestyle of the native peoples he 

encountered. South of the Pimeria Alta the Jesuits had a mission system in place that 

showed some signs of success. These limited successes in the south were seen by Kino 

as indicating great promise among the O'odham.^^ During this Jesuit period, Spanish 

settlers seeking gold, silver and prime land to graze their cattle had not penetrated very 

deeply into the Puneria Alta. These settlers brought with them a reputation of brutality 

toward natives. The lack of direct contact with Spaniards created a situation where 

rather than being fearful or aggressive toward the Jesuits, many O'odham welcomed some 

Catholic rituals, and the herds of cattle and wheat the missionaries brought. Many of 

these elements of Spanish and Catholic culture, which had actually begun to appear in the 

Pimeria Alta in the middle of the 16th century, had made their way to the O'odham in 

advance of the missionaries. This helped to create an interest in some of the ideas which 

accompanied the missionary presence. 

Cattle, horses, wheat, all sorts of metal tools including metal plows pulled by 

horse, oxen or mules, and irrigation agriculture are all examples of technology which 

arrived among the O'odham in the 17th and 18th centuries. The O'odham were also being 

exposed to Western thought, including religious ideology jfrom the missionaries and 

political ideology firom both the missionaries and the Spanish settlers. Among the various 

ideas and ideals being imparted to the O'odham was the idea of a united group of people 

with a central governing body. Part of Kino's mission was to appoint governors, or 

representatives of the Spanish crown in the various villages he contacted. Prior to Kino 

and the Jesuit period, most of the O'odham had established patterns of settlement which 

included seasonal migrations that allowed the people to exist in the sometimes bmtal 

desert environment. During the summers many O'odham would live in the valleys where 
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they planted and harvested, and then in the winter they would move to the mountains 

where water was more readily available. Because of the nature of this system, large 

settlements were generally not a part of the O'odham tradition. Instead, small villages 

were a major component of O'odham society, with each village having a headman who 

was more of a contemplative adviser than a forcefiil leader. In times of crisis, village 

groups came together, but much of what is known about pre-contact O'odham society 

suggests that small, scattered villages were the norm. Even today the O'odham 

reservation bears out this general tendency with many small villages rather than a few 

large towns. 

O'odham patterns of living and governing gradually changed. One major factor in 

changing settlement patterns of the O'odham was the increasing threat of attack from 

Apaches. The periods of Jesuit and Franciscan contact among the O'odham coincide with 

an increased threat from Apache raiding.^® All those technologies which had come to the 

O'odham by way of the Spaniards had also reached the Apaches. The arrival of horses 

and cattle, in particular, began to change Apache patterns of behavior. Pressure on the 

O'odham was thus coming from Apache adaptations of Western technologies as well as 

directly from the Spanish settlers and Jesuit missionaries. In terms of an ecological 

model. Kino's presence changed the balance of the living environment, including the 

cultural patterns of the people. Pressure applied to one part of the environment was felt in 

another part. In this case, a variety of historical and social factors upset the balance of the 

system of small, scattered, seasonal villages which the O'odham had previously utilized. 

By the 18th century there were Jesuits trying to create mission settlements on O'odham 

land, some O'odham taking up irrigation farming and ranching, Spanish settlers trying to 

establish plantations, ranches and mines on O'odham land and Apaches traveling further 

and faster with more incentive to raid. Many O'odham found themselves faced with 
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pressures which would slowly push them toward the middle of the Pimeria Alta. The land 

base once utilized by the O'odham was becoming increasingly diminished with each of 

these intrusions. 

One O'odham reaction to the increased pressures from Apache raiding was to 

gather into defensive villages.^^ Many of the diverse groups recognized as Piman in 

Kino's time or as O'odham today, had been moving westward out of traditional lands in 

the San Pedro and Santa Cruz river valleys in advance of the Apaches.^^ Groups of 

people were now forming themselves into defensive units and working together to keep 

raiding to a minimum. The notion of cooperation for the sake of community safety and 

security took on an added importance. This period is the begirming of a long lasting idea 

of putting forward a united front against Apache raiding that would, over the century and 

a half that it flourished, ally the O'odham with a variety of people including Spaniards and 

eventually Americans. During the period which extended from the late 17th century up 

through the middle of the 19th century the O'odham experienced intermittent phases of 

relative peace, largely due to campaigns against the Apache or treaties with them.^^ 

During the relatively peacefial times, the O'odham defensive settlements would disband, 

and once again the system of small scattered villages would be in place. Throughout this 

period the presence of mission and Spanish settlements actually provided a buffer between 

the O'odham and the Apache raiders. Because the missions and Spanish settlements had 

corrals of horses, livestock and food stores they became the primary targets of raiding.^'^ 

The notion of the O'odham having someone between them and the invader is one that will 

carry through this study. At various times those buffers or intermediaries would be 

missionaries, soldiers, government agents and ultimately O'odham who were trained in the 

Western worldview. The ability to adjust to the situation at hand and take advantage of 

historic and social circumstances can be seen throughout the history of O'odham contact. 
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One factor that discouraged the formation of large settlements, particularly large 

settlements around a mission, was disease. One of the most significantly lethal influences 

brought mto the Pimeria Alta by Spanish exploration was a variety of diseases for which 

the O'odham and other native peoples had little immunity.The missions were havens of 

disease, and the presence of larger villages on and off through the 18th century meant 

more and more opportunity for disease to spread. Throughout the 18th century there 

were outbreaks of serious disease which took the lives of a significant percentage of the 

O'odham population. When BCino made his initial survey of the Pimeria Alta he had 

estimated the population of O'odham at about 16,000. By the middle of the 18th century, 

missionaries were estimating the O'odham population had been halved.^^ While disease 

was not the only factor in this population decline, it was a significant one. 

By the middle of the 19th century O'odham culture had gone through a shift. The 

people had been faced with a century and a half of new challenges. Many O'odham took 

up ranching and irrigation farming. Catholic belief most prominently in the form of 

religious icons, stories of saints and a variety of syncretised rituals slowly but surely 

became an element in many O'odham communities. Apache raiding had become such a 

prominent fact of life that ritual developed in relation to fighting the Apache.^^ Diseases 

introduced among the O'odham considerably altered the population and must have created 

a certain amount of fear and loathing of the Spaniards and Jesuits. Many of the changes 

in O'odham lifestyle and subsistence which arrived in the 17th and 18th centuries would 

become the basis of political and social issues in the 20th century. 

Access to adequate health care and education, needs created by the presence of 

Westerners in O'odham territory, would eventually become vital issues for the O'odham. 

The ranching, farming and mining introduced in the Jesuit era would become central issues 

in the O'odham battle to gain control of their land in the 20th century. The changing 
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patterns of living that were largely an adaptation to Apache raidmg would result in a 

tradition of some larger O'odham settlements that were somewhat more unified than the 

settlements of their ancestors. This would ultimately play some role in the tribe adopting a 

constitution recognizing a central tribal council, located in one village, as the voice of the 

whole tribe. The changes that faced the O'odham in the 20th century had significant roots 

in the first attempt to assimilate them. 

The first attempt at assimilation showed that the O'odham were very adept at 

taking those elements of culture for which they felt they had a need or desire and 

disregardmg the rest. Assimilation, as a practical reality, was proven to be a term with 

little meaning among the O'odham by the middle of the 19th century. This fact, or failure 

of Spanish policy, would be disregarded by Presbyterians caught up in the reform 

movement of the late 19th century. Presbyterians, as they saw it, were to come to the 

desert and clean up the mess the Catholics had left. The only chance for the O'odham, 

went the reasoning, was a total assimilation into the real mainstream American culture: 

white, Anglo-Saxon Protestantism. 

A New Religion for a New Era 

The Americans 

The situation in the Pimeria Alta when Kino arrived was much different than the ' 

situation in the same land 200 years later when the Presbyterians arrived. The early era of 

the Presbyterians in the desert coincides with the movement in America to "help" Indians. 

Kmo faced pressure fi'om a greedy monarch as well as a God in need of souls to redeem. 

The Presbyterians had a whole different set of pressures with which to contend. The 

social and cultural changes that followed Kino's arrival eventually brought the O'odham to 

a point where contact with Westerners was becoming routine, and O'odham rights were 
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not being respected in these interactions. The Presbyterians arrived in a cultural 

borderland. 

Prior to the arrival of the Presbyterians in 1880, a number of incidents had 

occurred which showed the tendency of Westerners to disregard the rights of the O'odham 

to occupy the lands of their ancestors. The original Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries and 

Spanish settlers were intruders, sometimes forceful and violent intruders, into O'odham 

lands. Apaches and Western miners and cattle ranchers all intruded into and often 

occupied O'odham lands through the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. From the late 17th 

century forward, the most select portions of the traditional O'odham territory had been 

regularly taken by non-O'odham with little or no regard for the people who had occupied 

it. Several encounters in history led to a point m the late 19th and early 20th centuries 

where the Tohono O'odham would have to fight the Americans on their own battleground 

for the land that was and had always been Tohono O'odham land. 

By the middle of the 18th century, as shown above, a variety of influences had led 

to changes among the O'odham. Not all of these changes were universally accepted, and 

the story of O'odham contact generally includes three particular "uprisings" in 1695, 1751-

56, and 1840-43.^® While the details of these rebellions have little importance to the 

present discussion, the fact these uprisings or rebellions appear in Western histories 

indicates the general tendency of the O'odham to adapt on their own terms and rebel 

against undue or unjust pressure. The form of rebellion during the age of the Pimeria Alta 

under Spain was violent. As the 19th century turned to the 20th an increasingly effective 

way to rebel against the new government was to learn its ways and beat them with their 

own bureaucratic weapons. 

The age of bureaucracy which accompanied the 20th century and the Presbyterian 

mission was prefaced by Americans ofiScially taking "control" of O'odham territory. The 
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final O'odham uprising in the 1840s was ui response to increasing pressure by Mexican 

miners in O'odham territory. Since Mexico had won its independence in 1821, little had 

been done in northern Sonora to assure that the rights of the O'odham were being 

respected. As Sonora became more and more of a mining and settlement fi-ontier, offenses 

against the O'odham and their land and water increased. By 1840 a series of battles 

"involving Papagos fi"om the Cobota area and other northwestern settlements versus 

Mexicans and Papago soldiers fi^om Caborca and Pitiquito" took place.These battles, 

which would continue through 1843, indicate how much of a fi-ontier the O'odham land 

had become. This rebellion also vividly shows the error in attempting to identify all the 

Pimans or O'odham as one people, as Papago fought Papago during this time. It further 

illustrates a trend that will be mirrored throughout O'odham contact which involves 

conflict between those O'odham who tend to accept Western culture and those who reject 

that influence. 

In 1843 the rebellion ceased and an O'odham calendar stick, a traditional method 

of recording history, states, "The peace was permanent."^® In a sense this was true, but in 

a larger sense the battle had just begun. Eleven years later, in June 1854, the Gadsden 

Purchase was agreed upon by the Mexican and American governments.^^ This agreement 

exemplifies the flagrant disregard these emerging political bodies held for the people who 

had always lived upon this particular land. The O'odham were neither consulted before 

this arrangement nor advised after it. The people were not even an afterthought. The 

effect of the Gadsden Purchase on the O'odham was at first minimal. Over the course of 

only a few decades, however, it would become an increasingly important issue. The 

result of the Gadsden agreement was the division of the O'odham lands on an arbitrary 

line running along an east to west parallel just south of the Baboquivari Mountains. This 
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line ultimately halved the Tohono O'odham territory and essentially trapped groups of 

related people on one side or the other. 

The Gadsden Purchase introduced a fiiU century of debate over O'odham lands. 

Very often these debates did not include an O'odham voice, even though many of the 

decisions regarding these places would directly affect those people who lived there. The 

Gadsden agreement, in particular, is an issue that is still a part of O'odham daily life today. 

Families in what is now the United States have relatives in villages "across" or south of a 

border that they had no part in creating. The Gadsden Purchase put the O'odham into the 

hands of a massive bureaucratic coalition known as the United States government. 

Fortunately for the O'odham, Americans showed little interest in their desert for a time and 

the O'odham were able to enjoy some benefits of an American presence. Americans were 

caught up in an all out attempt to subdue the Apache for their own purposes, but the 

O'odham were able to share in the benefits of a distracted Apache raiding force. 

In 1871 this beneficial relationship would turn into one of the darker moments in 

the history of O'odham-American contact. The event known as the Camp Grant 

Massacre involved "ninety-eight Papagos and fifty-four non-Indians firom Tucson [who] 

descended on presumably peacefiil Apaches living on the San Pedro River. The raiders 

killed two men, about a hundred Apache women and children, and took twenty-seven 

Apache children captive."^^ All the changes, disruptions, and depredations in O'odham 

territory over the centuries erupted in a violent catharsis at Camp Grant. Camp Grant 

was a key event in O'odham-Apache relations. In 1872 O'odham, Pimas, Maricopas, 
/ 

Apaches, Mexicans and Americans entered into a treaty intended to settle relations with 

the tribes of the region.^^ It took three years for Apache raiding of O'odham villages and 

ranches to cease, but by the arrival of the Presbyterians in the 1880s, the Apache phase of 
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O'odham history had come to a close. The Camp Grant incident also reflected the state of 

O'odham-American relations. 

Camp Grant was bom out of a relationship between the O'odham and Americans 

that had really begun 180 years earlier with the arrival of the first Westerners in the Santa 

Cruz valley. Spaniards, then Mexicans, then Americans had all allied themselves with the 

O'odham against their common enemy, the Apache.^'^ Having a mutual enemy provided a 

premise for fiiendly relations between die O'odham and Americans. The Americans 

perceived the O'odham to be a peaceful group, regardless of theh* rebellions and their 

historic warring with Apaches.^^ The common enemy presumably brought the O'odham 

down on the side of righteousness in this situation. This alliance and generally favorable 

opinion of the O'odham by Americans may have helped in the years after Camp Grant as 

the O'odham faced the most serious and persistent threat to their way of life. Mining, 

cattle ranching and irrigation farming had entered the O'odham territory for good and with 

these innovations came Westerners in numbers that the O'odham could not have imagined 

two generations earlier. 

The Presbyterian Message 

The message the Presbyterians brought to the Southwest was unique to their sect 

of Christianity. The Presbyterian Church has a history, a structure and a message that was 

conducive to working among "exceptional populations" in America. The Presbyterian 

mission to the Southwestern peoples was fiieled by an intense desire to share the message 

of salvation that is central to this denomination. John Calvin, in the 16th century, began to 

publish his ideas about the nature of God, man and salvation. Calvin professed a complete 

faith in the idea of foreordination or "election." Calvin's idea of "election" simply means 

that, "the Christian is able to choose God only because God has first irresistibly chosen 
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him. "36 Tijjg notion is a key element in the 19th and 20th century Presbyterian mission to 

the "exceptional populations" of the Southwest. The Presbyterians felt that they needed, 

were in fact compelled by Grod himself, to make sure that the word of God, in the form of 

the Gospels, was made available to those "heathens" who were unaware of God's glory. 

Calvin's belief in election allowed the Presbyterians who came to the Southwest to look 

beyond the "savage" cultures they encountered and, to some degree, see Christians who 

were yet unaware of their being chosen by God for eternal salvation as potential 

"converts." 

Calvin's beliefs about God led him to place a great deal of emphasis on the 

teaching and learning of the Bible. In A BriefHistory of the Presbyterians, LefiFerts 

Loetscher (1978) writes that Cal'vdn, "did not treat the Bible in a mechanical way as a 

textbook of statements about God, but as a record of God's grace which the Holy Spirit 

repeatedly causes to come alive for the Christian reader. The Bible was seen by Calvin 

as a living connection to Jesus Christ. Every Christian who could come to understand 

some part of the New Testament would be that much closer to Christ and therefore that 

much closer to salvation. This fundamental belief in the power and meaning of the Bible 

made Presbyterians effective missionaries. Their belief in the absolute need to spread the 

word of God in order to help save the unsaved carried the Presbyterians into cultural 

frontiers with an ethnocentric belief m their righteousness, as well as a solid belief in 

education. 

The evangelical zeal which Calvin's writings and teachings inspired was permeated 

by his fundamental belief in man's capabilities to learn and grow. For Calvin, learning and 

education were absolutely vital values for the dedicated Christian. Calvin's beliefs and 

ideals were formed centuries before the rise of the theory of social evolution. For Calvin, 

and for many Protestants from his day forward, where you came from was less important 
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than your potential to become a Bible-reading Christian. The unlearned or unchurched 

needed only to be taught, to be shown the extent of God's grace. This belief in the 

learning potential of all people contributed to the Harvard Indian College experiment in 

the 17th century as well as the formation of Escuela and other mission schools in the 19th 

and 20th centuries. 

Calvin was also the man responsible for the development of the Presbyterian 

church govemment.^^ Calvin developed a church governance that reflected the 

progressively representative democracies which were emerging in major European trade 

centers like Geneva.^® Calvin's system was based on four primary church officers: 

pastors, teachers, elders, and deacons. Among these officers, "the clergy were equal, 

without superior bishops over them, and the lay elders, twelve in number, were elected by 

civil magistrates from their own number to share with the clergy in church government. 

Calvin's Presbyterian church government influenced democratic ideology and governance 

throughout the world in the centuries following his death. 

The structure of the Presbyterian church is important to the story of Escuela. One 

of the primary objectives of any religious mission is to spread the religious ideology of the 

sponsoring agency. Presbyterianism is well suited to missionary work in democratic 

republics like the United States because the systems are extremely compatible. In A 

history of the Presbyterian Work Among the Pima and Papago Indians of Arizona, John 

Hamilton (1948), m a discussion of the structure of the Presbyterian church government, 

writes: 

While the various Presbyterian groups may differ in their organization and in the 
power and duties of certain officers, there are three basic characteristics which all 
hold in common and which they can not relinquish without giving up theu" 
Presbyterianism. These are :1) Government of the Church by elders who are the 
representatives of the people, 2) The parity of the Presbyters, of which there is no 
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higher order of office in the Church, 3) The unity of the Church represented by a 
conciliar system of government.'^ ̂  

Presbyterians, regardless of what faction of the denomination they belong to, are 

Presbyterian partly because they subscribe to a series of democratically inspired ideals. 

The practical reality of the compatibility of American and Presbyterian ideology 

meant that Escuela and other Presbyterian mission schools were, in the process of 

professing their religion, professing the ideals of American democracy. In the case of the 

Presbyterians among the Pima and Tohono O'odham, their mission coincided with 

American encroachment and a need of the native people to come to a practical 

understanding of American systems of governing. More importantly, the Presbyterian 

ideas about representation and the value of elders as leaders meshed nicely with the 

existing cultural beliefs and systems of the O'odham. 

In Cycles of Conquest (1962), Edward Spicer describes how the rancheria system 

operated in the Pimeria Alta. The rancheria was a system of community organization and 

governance employed by some O'odham groups in the era before Western contact. Spicer 

describes this system as one which was largely ruled and run by the people. Spicer writes, 

"leadership roles were conferred by the community on individuals who demonstrated 

various kinds of abilities or who attained certain ages."^^ Spicer goes on to elaborate on 

this idea, stating that, "In such a form of government no individual emerged as a 

functioning part of it until he was an 'elder,' that is, a man of long experience in the 

communi ty .These  O'odham ideas  about  dec is ion  making and soc ia l  organiza t ion  seem 

to be consistent with the structure of the Presbyterian church. In both systems elders are 

valued for their knowledge and experience and in both systems the people are the ultimate 

controlling body. The leaders are seen by both as representatives who have been selected 

and counseled by the people. 
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Hamilton writes that the Presbyterian church has three distinctive features; the 

third of these is, "the educational position of the church, which insists on an educated and 

trained leadership. Not only does the Church desire its ministry well trained, but it also 

seeks a high level of intellectual life among its elders."^ About the rancheria system, 

Spicer writes; 

Once he [the elder] reached the age for...participation [in community council], he 
was well versed and strongly conditioned in the traditional ways. He had listened 
for years to the moral exhortations of the older members of his household and 
when he began to sit in the council he heard these again for years in fiiller form, 
from the headman and the elders, until he himself felt ready to voice them m the 
community house.'^^ 

Spicer is essentially saying about rancheria elders what Hamilton is saying about 

Presbyterian elders. Both groups value the wisdom and collected knowledge of their 

elders. There was clearly some common ground upon which these two systems met. As 

the 19th century unfolded and Americans and other Westerners became a more constant 

presence, the O'odham found themselves in need of a system which would be compatible 

to both their ways and the ways of the masses which were begirming to invade the 

Southwest. In a few O'odham communities, Presbyterianism seemed to have served as 

that compatible system. 

The Preshyteriaii.s Arrive in the Southwest 

Violations of O'odham rights became an issue that could not be ignored, and over 

time Americans would eventually turn their attention toward the O'odham situation. 

Americans assigned government agents to deal with the O'odham and other tribes in the 

southern part of the Arizona Territory. NCssionaries would again play an important role 

as intermediaries in the frontier between O'odham and Western cultures. Their mission, 

however, was not to create intermediaries or even to be intermediaries. The concept of an 
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intermediary assumes two distinct groups to travel between. The Presbyterian mission, as 

it was initially conceived, was to eradicate the Indian "other" and create an American ideal 

in the void that would be left. This mission was entirely congruous with the general 

sentiment in American legislative bodies, town halls and government Indian agencies at the 

time. The ideal for which Indians would reach included active Protestantism, complete 

with the Protestant work ethic, a square house with solid walls and a roo^ the English 

language as exemplified in the Bible, a wage earning job, monogamous marriages, and a 

whole variety of qualities that mirrored the mainstream white Protestant world of the East 

coast. In short, Indians would be made into Americans at the expense of the highly 

developed cultural patterns they had known. The Presbyterian result among the O'odham, 

109 years later, is that now there are Presbyterian O'odham. They are a small minority of 

the O'odham population, but they have been an occasionally vocal minority. They are 

O'odham and they are Presbyterian. The mission, as conceived, failed, but the 

Presbyterian mission among the O'odham, as we will see, would be hard to call a complete 

failure. 

The man who is most responsible for initially bringing the Presbyterian message to 

the desert was Sheldon Jackson. By the 1870s Jackson was working for the Presbyterian 

Board of Home Missions in the Rocky Mountain west.'^^ His mission was to serve 

"unchurched Anglo Americans," but this was not nearly as interesting to him as the 

potential among Indians, Mexicans, and even Mormons.'^^ It was Jackson's zealous nature 

and foresight as to the growth potential along the newly established transcontinental 

railroad that possessed him to first assume the mission among non-Anglos, then ask the 

Board for permission.'^^ Part of President Ulysses Grant's infamous "Peace Policy" 

included the federal government assigning geographic regions and the people who 

inhabited them to the various Christian denominations who did missionary work. Within 
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the region assigned, the church had a responsibility to "uplift" the native populations. The 

O'odham field had been assigned to the Dutch Reformed Church, but they transferred their 

responsibilities to the Presbyterians in 1881.'^^ 

In a sense the mission had really started several years earlier when Charles Cook 

arrived among the Pima as a schoolteacher.^® Cook was, by almost anyone's measure, an 

extraordinary man. His initial arrival in the desert was an unfunded joumey that was, in 

the truest sense of the term, a mission. Cook had acquired some knowledge of the Pima 

people and had decided that he was the man to serve these people. He contacted the 

government agent in the southern region of the Arizona territory and expressed an interest 

in working as a school teacher among the Pima. Cook proceeded to do just that and 

established himself as the first teacher among the people.^ ̂  Cook worked for the 

government for a seven years as a teacher and then resigned, worked as a trader and clerk, 

and then finally went to work for the Presbyterian church as their missionary among the 

Pima.^^ 

Cook's story is interesting in a variety of ways for the present discussion. First, he 

was not a Presbyterian when he arrived in the field. He was, in fact, a Methodist 

Episcopal minister. Sheldon Jackson convinced Cook to take the work up among the 

Pima and O'odham for the Presbyterian church, who had just inherited the region fi-om the 

Dutch Reformed church.The fact that Cook became a denominational switch hitter 

suggests that the Presbyterian mission was more about an idea, or as we will see, an ideal, 

than a Christian denomination. That ideal for Cook always included education, even 

before his conversion to Presbyterianism. Cook came to the Pima out of a desire to serve 

which was sincere and dedicated. He leamed the Pima language and eventually became 

adept at preaching in Pima.^^ Cook was a man whose idea of service and dedication to a 

cause provided a living model of the upright Christian man at work. Most importantly. 
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Cook was the ideal intermediary. He set the tone for those who would eventually join him 

and take up his mission after his retirement. 

Cook's mission was limited to the Puna people. The Tohono O'odham mission 

was a separate enterprise that did not exist in any formal sense until after the turn of the 

20th century. The influence of the Presbjrterians on the Tohono O'odham would be 

closely tied to the Indian Training School. Escuela was a school with a mission to bring a 

Christian message to the Pima and O'odham. Their vision was very much limited to these 

two groups primarily because of Cook's success among the Pima in the years before 

Escuela opened. This is reflected in the fact that Escuela was, at least in the first several 

decades of its existence, dominated by Pima students. Eventually the O'odham would 

also have Presbyterian missionaries serving them. This missionary work among the 

O'odham, though, was always closely aligned with the work being done at Escuela. For 

the Pima, Escuela initially served a desire for Christian education that already existed. For 

the Tohono O'odham, Escuela played an important part in bringing the Presbyterian 

message to the people. 

While the Presbyterian message was bemg more actively preached m Pima 

territory, the location of the school meant that Escuela would have a role in the lives of 

the O'odham nearby. It was a school, but it was also a force in preaching the Presbyterian 

message. Unlike Cook's widespread success among the Pima, the Presbyterians found 

only a handfiil of O'odham villages receptive to their message. In an effort to keep 

Presbyterianism alive and active in those communities who showed an interest, students 

participated in activities that took them out into their villages to spread the message. In a 

variety of ways that will be discussed, Escuela brought Presbyterian ethics and values into 

a small, but geographically well placed segment of the O'odham population. That infusion 

of the Protestant-American ethic into a few receptive communities came at a time when all 
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the O'odham were facing a variety of problems which required some O'odham to be aware 

of the ways of the dominant culture. While Escuela graduates were not the only O'odham 

to fill this role of cultural intermediary, they were among the most prominent and the most 

vocal during the first decades of the 20th century. 

Escuela and the O'odham 

The founding of Escuela was not a momentous occasion for the majority of the 

O'odham. With very limited enrollments, and the majority of the students being Pimas, 

Escuela most likely did not make much of an impression on the Tohono O'odham 

population at large. This fact would change as the first classes to graduate fi-om Escuela 

started returning home. When Escuela opened in 1888, Apache raiding had ceased, which 

meant the larger defensive villages had broken up and there were once again small, 

scattered O'odham villages.^^ Much of the O'odham country had been explored and 

exploited by various Westerners. The first two centuries of dealings with Westerners left 

the O'odham with new ideas, new technologies, and some elements of a new belief system. 

Many O'odham had experienced some changes as a result of their new neighbors, but they 

were essentially living as they had been. This persistence of O'odham culture was what 

the Presbyterians were charged with changing, and Escuela was a major part of that 

mission to assimilate. 

The role that Escuela plays in what might be called O'odham history is most 

graphic during the first half of the 20th century. These are the most formative years for 

O'odham-American relations. It was also during this time that O'odham who were 

educated at Escuela returned to their homes and started working to affect positive change 

in their communities. By the late 1910s Escuela graduates, a minority in the O'odham 

population, were making an impact on the slowly emerging Tohono O'odham Nation. 

They were educated and ready to make the changes they thought were necessary for the 
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O'odham. This group of Presbyterian O'odham had many critics among the O'odham 

population at large, yet they continued to make their presence known. The Presbyterians 

faced a major opposition from Catholic O'odham, who are the majority in the eastern half 

of O'odham country. During the Jesuit period in O'odham history it was the Catholics 

who were the progressives bemg opposed by more "traditional" O'odham. As the 20th 

century advanced, the Catholics had taken up the role of conservators of O'odham ways 

and gave a hearty challenge to much of what the Presbyterians proposed. 

Two of Escuela's Cultural Brokers 

Up to this point the discussion has been very broad in order to try to provide 

context for Escuela's arrival. In order to try to imderstand the role that Escuela played in 

the Uves of the O'odham as a group, it will be usefiil to look at two men who were 

"trained" at Escuela: Jose X. Pablo, who was among the early graduates of Escuela m 

1903, and Roe Blaine Lewis who would finish the 8th grade at Escuela in 1928 and 

reside at the school for the remainder of his education at Tucson High School. These two 

men represent two different time periods and two different groups: Pablo was Tohono 

O'odham, Lewis was Pima. Their lives provide a glimpse of what the Escuela mission was 

and what its real results were. The most promment common bond between these two men 

was their Presbyterian faith. As we will see, Christianity in the late 19th and early 20th 

centuries would again occupy the borderlands between the Americans and the O'odham. 

In 1902 the first class, four Pima students, graduated from Escuela's program, 

which consisted of eight grades. Jose Xavier Pablo was one of four graduates in Escuela's 

second class, the class of 1903.^^ He was the first Tohono O'odham graduate.^^ During 

his days at Escuela, Pablo became acquainted with, and apparently very close fiiends with, 

Frazier Hemdon. Hemdon was the second superintendent assigned to Escuela. He served 
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Escuela until 1903 when he resigned to take up a fiill time mission among the O'odham. 

His resignation from Escuela coincided with Pablo's graduation and they took up the 

mission to the O'odham together. Pablo was a key to these missionary visits in O'odham 

country because Hemdon spoke very little O'odham and the people spoke very little 

English. 

The role of native interpreter for a missionary can be analyzed from a variety of 

perspectives. On one extreme are people who may judge the interpreter for a 

proselyting missionary as being an accomplice to the destruction of native cultures. On 

the other extreme are those who may say that helping to spread a Christian message of 

hope and uplift, when well directed, infiises life into a culture. The cultural intermediary 

must keep a balanced outlook on this precarious position. Jose Pablo, as interpreter, 

became an active agent of what he saw as positive change among the O'odham. He was 

one of many O'odham men and women who took then: knowledge of Americans and 

Christianity to the people with the hope of helping improve the living conditions for the 

O'odham. 

The first of these missionary journeys to the O'odham began in late January of 

1904 60 jQgg Pablo and Frazier Hemdon headed out into O'odham country in a wagon 

drawn by a team of mules. Hemdon and Pablo represented the early 20th century 

counterpart to Fr. Kino. This first missionary journey would be followed by many more 

over the next several years. Jose Pablo was the key to this entire enterprise. Without a 

local man, Hemdon would have been without any means of entry into the O'odham 
$ 

villages. A passage from Hemdon's journal from the first mission trip shows how much 

Hemdon relied on Pablo: 

Taking everything into consideration we were very encouraged at the prospect for 
the evening. But very soon the tables began to turn. While Jose had gone for 
water which was some distance away, a man came into the house where I was 
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busily preparing the supper, and he made himself very much at home. He told me 
in the Indian tongue and then in the Mexican that that was his house, and he 
indicated by his actions that I had no business there. I tried to tell him, using a 
mixture of English, Indian and Mexican, none of which he understood I think, that 
I had an interpreter with me, and that he had gone for water and would be back 
soon. This man staid[sic], however, until Jose returned, and then all was 
explained, and we remained in the house.^^ 

Pablo was that pathway between cultures that Margaret Szasz makes reference to in her 

discussion of cultural intermediaries. It is important to note that of all the O'odham 

villages which existed during Hemdon and Pablo's missions, they found success in only a 

few. The progressive message of Presbyterianism and community built upon common 

institutions, like churches and schools, was clearly not popular outside of those 

conamimities which were close enough to the encroaching Americans to perceive any 

benefits of the message. The fact that today the Presbyterian populations among the 

O'odham are ahnost entirely limited to five villages reflects the limited appeal of the 

Presbyterian message among the O'odham as a group. 

Pablo's story shows him in a variety of mediatory roles. He was a member of the 

committee that drafted the O'odham constitution. He was an active member of the tribal 

council. He played a part in most of the political activities of the tribe before and after it 

was recognized as a united tribe. His skills at interpreting eventually led him to become, 

along with Peter Blaine, Sr., an oflBcial interpreter for the tribe.^^ Jose X. Pablo seems to 

have been a leader among what might be called the progressive faction of the O'odham in 

the early part of the 20th century. The most visible and active outlet of this group of 

leaders was a council of men who called themselves the Good Government League. 

The Good Government League consisted of mostly boarding school-educated 

Presbyterian O'odham who made themselves active in O'odham politics.^^ The Good 

Government League was often opposed by the League of Papago Chiefs. The latter 

group was mostly Catholic O'odham men who had a more conservative outlook on 
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O'odham affairs.^'^ The fact that one group was Presbyterian and the other Catholic only 

intensified the debate. These two opposing groups would eventually contribute a great 

deal to the formation of the O'odham government. Pablo's progressive attitudes and clear 

ability to conraiunicate with the Americans and the O'odham probably made him several 

ideological enemies in O'odham country. On the other hand, these qualities also allowed 

Jose Pablo to interject an O'odham voice, albeit a progressive O'odham voice, into the 

major debates involving O'odham land use. 

Pablo's impact on the O'odham landscape is actually visible if you look at a map of 

the Sells reservation. In the eastem section of the reservation there is a strip of land which 

reaches eastward toward Tucson, into the Avra Valley. Winston Erickson, in the tribally 

sanctioned Sharing the Desert: the Tohono O'odham in History (1994), says, "This 

section of land became known as the Garcia strip and was added because relatives of Jose 

X. Pablo, a member of the committee set up to give advice about creating the reservation, 

lived there. Pablo had clearly gained influence among the people who were making 

decisions. He was one of only two O'odham men on the eight man committee who were 

charged with identifying where the O'odham boundaries should be established. Whether 

or not one agreed with Jose X. Pablo, it seems hard to refute that he knew how to get his 

voice into the debate. 

To say that Pablo learned all his leadership skills fi:om Escuela would be absurd. 

As it happened, Jose Pablo was the grandson of Pablo, a respected leader among the 

O'odham.^^ The fact that Escuela was attracting the children of leaders seems to account 

for a great deal of the leadership potential which arose firom Escuela. Throughout this 

essay it will become clear that Escuela developed a reputation for relatively good quality 

instruction among the O'odham by the early 20th century. Jose Pablo would have likely 

been a vocal leader without his Escuela background. What Escuela most likely gave him, 
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though, was a solid sense of the Presbyterian message to serve his people as a Christian 

man and the power to speak outside of O'odham circles. Escuela, like all Indian boarding 

schools, was the place where Indian children would learn about their white, Protestant, 

often forceful neighbors. The difference between Pablo and his federally educated peers, 

though, seems to have been his solid faith in the Presbyterian message. Escuela produced 

Presbyterians, or at least Christians, and Pablo was, as stated above, active in the mission 

to as well as in the politics of his people. 

A dedicated Christian man is also the image that Roe Blaine Lewis left on O'odham 

history. Roe Lewis' grandfather was a Pima man who had been one of Rev. Cook's early 

converts in the 1880s.^^ Cook christened the man John Lewis. Roe Lewis' father, 

Richard, worked among the O'odham as a Presbyterian missionary in the early part of the 

20th century. During this mission he met and married an O'odham woman named Susan 

Blaine. So Roe Blaine Lewis was bom a third generation Presbyterian by way of his Pima 

ancestors. Roe Lewis would go through Escuela from the 3rd grade to the 8th, which was 

the highest grade at Escuela at the time. He then boarded at Escuela and finished high 

school at Tucson High in 1933. He would go on to study at the University of Arizona for 

three years and eventually graduate from the State Teachers College at Tempe in 1938.^^ 

The academic successes of Roe Lews and other "successfiil" students were used 

very much like testimonials in evangelical work. Escuela was an enterprise run on charity. 

Money for the budget was gathered in a variety of ways. One very successful way was the 

"scholarship letter." These letters were used to solicit funds from generous Presbyterians 

all over the country and often included stories about "results" from Escuela. Roe Lewis' 

story was so compelling, his life was so much the perfect model of the Presbyterian 

mission that his successes are retold frequently in the promotional material from Escuela. 
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Roe Lewis was more than a poster child for the Presbyterian mission. He was a 

man that people loved. After he finished his education he went on to become a teacher at 

the Maricopa day school. He did this for three years, and then during the war he worked 

for the draft board. During this time he became an elder in the Little Indian Church on the 

Maricopa reservation. In 1944 Lewis enrolled in the Presbyterian Seminary at San 

Anselmo, California. After he IBnished his training he returned to work among the Pima 

people in a variety of Presbyterian churches.^^ Besides preaching a message of 

Presbyterianism, he provided an example of a Pima man working his way through the 

educational system of the Americans. He succeeded in the highest ranks of American 

educational and religious institutions and he served his community with conscience. In 

this sense, Roe Lewis was very much of a cultural intermediary. He brought a message 

from one culture to another and translated it when it was necessary. 

Roe Lewis mediated in another way, though. As stated above, Escuela 

administrators used Roe Lewis' story to show their success, and thus generate continued 

support. The teachers and staff at Escuela also used Roe Lewis as an example for the 

students. He was held up before the children as an example of what hard work in the 

American education system can get you. During the interviews with Escuela alumni 

which were conducted fi)r this thesis. Roe Lewis' name was mentioned more than once. I 

was told bits and pieces of Mr. Lewis' story on a couple of occasions. Roe Lewis was a 

role model to many young O'odham. That role, as a figure who others wished to emulate, 

made Roe Lewis a cultural broker extraordinaire. 
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Escuela's Place 

It is difBcult to say exactly what impact Escuela had on the O'odham community. 

The changes that have swept over O'odham country from Fr. Kino's day to the present 

have made a lasting impact on the landscape and the people. In this chapter I have tried to 

provide some sense of the time and place into which Escuela was bom. BCino's mission 

started or at least coincided with the beginning of an era of gradual, but steady change in 

O'odham culture. All that change would eventually create a cultural border between the 

O'odham and Westerners. That border would eventually require many intermediaries to 

navigate it. Escuela was one institution that contributed to the creation of cultural 

intermediaries for the O'odham. 

Escuela was much, much more though. In the next chapter I will look at the 

history of Escuela ui the context of American Indian education generally. The particular 

circumstances of the Pima and O'odham, some of which have been briefly discussed here, 

make the Escuela story particularly fascinating with regard to the national debate over 

Indian education in the last part of the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries. By the 

early 20th century O'odham Catholics and O'odham Presbyterians disagreed on a whole 

spectrum of issues which affected all the O'odham at the time. The debate among the 

O'odham was a refracted image of the larger debate in America between Catholics and 

Protestants. This national debate would ultimately lead to a decision by the U.S. 

government to make a fiscal division between church and state with regard to Indian 

education. No more federal money would go directly into sectarian Indian schools. This 
t 

act ended a relationship between the churches, the national government, and Indian people 

that had a history nearly as long as the United States. 

One of the effects of severing the fiscal relationship between the government and 

the church schools was that the mission schools found themselves in competition with 
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larger federal schools which often times meant the demise of the mission school. The 

Protestant ethic was alive in America, and the idea of Catholics educating Indians with 

federal money did not hold up to the standards of the time. Aside from effectively closing 

some mission schools, the end of federal funding also meant changes in the way that 

mission schools would, or at least could, be run. Those mission schools that managed to 

keep funding themselves developed in an environment that was clearly different than the 

federal schools which were becoming prominent. Escuela, while part of a larger system, 

had its own particular role in the history of Indian education. 
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2 
Study to Show Thyself Approved unto God 

Jose X. Pablo and Roe Blaine Lewis are two men whose activities suggest 

something about what the Tucson Indian School meant to O'odham history. They were 

Christian alumni who made a difference in their communities. As we will see, these two 

men are among many examples of Escuela alumni who made some sort of positive impact 

on their communities. Escuela was training students to build communities and to 

cooperate with others. The result was alumni who would very often take leadership roles 

in their communities once they returned. The idea of Indian boarding school students 

being trained in leadership skills seems contradictory to the American government's oflBcial 

policy of training Indians only to a level of minimal achievement. To a significant degree 

the federal Indian boarding school system encouraged not leadership, but obedience and 

an ability to follow commands. ̂  While Escuela was very similar to the federal boarding 

schools in many respects, in several important ways it was different and as time elapsed 

some of the differences can be seen as benefits to the students and to the populations 

being served. 

The flexibility afforded mission schools after the withdrawal of direct federal 

support for church run schools allowed Escuela to develop in reaction to a variety of 

perceived needs among the O'odham and Pima. As a mission school with an ability to 

unabashedly preach and pray with students, Escuela provided a boarding school education 

and experience for Indian children that was clearly different than the education and 

experience at a federal boarding school.^ A passage from the Bible, n Timothy 2:15, 

which was a consistent motto for Escuela through the years, hints at what made Escuela 

different: "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needth not to be 
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ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." The passage reflects a general Presbyterian 

idea that education is a means to understand and then embrace the word of God. An 

Escuela education was clearly and proudly an evangelical Presbyterian education. 

Escuela represented the classic Protestant idea of education to achieve salvation; students 

would "study to show themselves approved unto" the Christian God. Much of the study 

at Escuela would be about that God and would be geared toward an understanding of 

scripture so that the word could and would be spread. This is a fundamental part of the 

Escuela experience and it is something that, as we will see, could not be integrated into the 

federal boarding school system after the turn of the 20th centuiy. 

This chapter has three sections which will explore Escuela's history within the 

framework of the larger system of Indian education. The first section will deal with the 

period prior to the Indian school debate at the end of the 19th century. The primary goal 

of this section is to show the long term relationship between the Protestant churches, the 

state and Indians in America.^ The second section will deal with the late 19th and early 

20th centuries and will focus on the fimdamental changes in the relations between 

churches, the government and Indians. I will try to show that Indian education was 

rooted in Christianity and the attempts to de-Christianize federal schools in reaction to the 

debate between Catholics and Protestants made a fundamental difference in the type of 

education which was provided to Indian students. My intent is to show that a sectarian 

education was largely firee firom the machinations of a political, bureaucratic debate. 

Religious instruction was not only allowed in sectarian schools, it dominated the entire 

experience. In the final section of this chapter I will provide a brief discussion of the early 

era of Escuela and try to place Escuela's story within this larger story of Indian education. 
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One Nation Under God 

The United States is a nation founded upon a Christian ideology. Although 

freedom of religion is a fundamental part of this American ideology, the pragmatic reality 

for centuries in America has been that this is a Protestant nation, ffistorian Mark Howe 

has been noted for saying, "that the First Amendment actually served to advance de facto 

establishment of evangelical Protestant Christianity in the nineteenth century.'"^ In the 

preface to The Churches and the Indian Schools, 1888-1912, Francis Paul Prucha (1979) 

expresses similar sentiments when he writes, "The United States was, after all, a 

Protestant nation. In origin and development it had been formed in an evangelical pattern, 

a 'chosen people' with a new covenant, witnessing before the world the radical effects of 

the Reformation upon political society."^ Native Americans have always felt the wrath of 

this ethnocentric outlook, which has historically marginalized non-Protestant groups in 

America. Indian people have been faced with Christian proselytizing smce the first days of 

contact. In the southwestern part of North America, Fr. Kino and his Jesuit and 

Franciscan brethren were attempting to colonize Indian lands and people using the mission 

model described ui the first chapter. On the eastern seaboard of North America in the 

17th century colonists representing several Protestant sects were also doing mission work 

among Indian peoples. Attempts to change Indians to fit Western values historically form 

the basis of nearly all relations between Native Americans and Westerners. The Christian 

God has always played a part in these acts. There is a fimdamental, historic link between 

God, government, Indians and education in America. 

By the time Fr. Kino began his mission among the O'odham in the Pimeria Alta in 

the 1680s and 90s, Harvard had ah-eady seen its first Indian graduate; Caleb 

Cheeshateaumuck finished the rigorous four year program at Harvard in 1665.^ 

Unfortunately Caleb died shortly after his graduation and by the end of the 17th century 
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the idea of preparing Indians for higher education seemed to have died also. Caleb's story 

is related to Escuela's story. Harvard Indian College, which existed for less than 50 years 

in the 17th century, reveals a great deal about the attitudes and beliefs of the Puritans who 

supported it.^ These early colonial Protestants saw boundless educational potential in 

Indian people. The factor which determined success, according to the logic of the time, 

was the renunciation of heathen ways and the acceptance of a Christian life. The 

fundamental Protestant belief in the educational potential of Indian people who were 

willing to accept Christianity would be a significant factor in the success that Escuela 

experienced 250 years after the Harvard experiment. 

The Indian students at Harvard in the 17th century were being educated so that 

they could go and preach the Puritan word to other Indians.^ The Puritans had a strong 

belief in the idea of an educated ministry.^ This meant that Indian missionaries needed to 

be every bit as educated as their white peers. In general the Protestant denominations 

came to value literacy and education as the most effective means to spread their messages. 

The link between education and Protestantism is, in fact, much older than the history of 

Westerners on this continent. Many of the colonists who arrived on the east coast of 

North America were fleeing religious persecution. For many American colonists, this 

country was a land where they were firee to educate their children in their faith. 

Religion and education are one and the same in terms of assimilationist goals. In 

extremely simplified terms, the ethnocentric reasoning which inspired most Protestant 

missions went something like this; The souls of the heathens needed to be saved; God 

said as much in the Bible. In order to save the heathens one must expose them to the 

word of God, the Bible. To make any sense of the word of God the missionary must 

either translate the Bible into the native tongue or teach the native students a common 

language, which was English for most Protestant missionaries. The former took place and 
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there are many Bible translations into native languages, but the latter was by far the more 

common choice. Once there is a common language, English, then it is the duty of the 

Christian to be sure that the native understands the new faith to which he wiU eventually 

subscribe. Once the native understands English and professes belief in Christianity he is 

free to go and live as a white man. 

Having shed the soiled former sel^ the converted, educated Indian represented the 

endless possibilities of assimilation. The reality, however, was that such shining examples 

of assimilation were the exception, not the rule and that most missionary efforts among 

Indians in North America in the 17th and 18th century had very limited success. Both 

Protestants and Catholics had learned from experience that Indian people do not surrender 

their cultures so easily, and they both came to understand that their own mission was 

neither clearly driven nor consistently motivated. The assimilationist scenario had been 

proven to be a Western fantasy by the middle of the 19th century, yet Americans needed 

to believe that Indians could be made to fit into their beliefs about civilization. The 

expansion of the nation was at hand and Indians stood in the way. Extermination of 

Native American people was proving to be a nasty business by the early part of the 19th 

century, so the alternative would have to be assimilation. In the developing American 

perspective these were perceived to be the only two choices. 

The 19th century, in fact, proved to be a century of significant societal change for 

Americans and Native Americans. The upheaval and generally agitated social climate in 

America during the middle of the 1800s eventually helped to create a sense of American 

nationalism that swept across the country in the century following the Civil War. A 

consistent part of this emerging American ethos was an unwavering belief in Christianity 

as the basis of civilization. In Presbyterian Missions in the Southwest, 1850-1950, Mark 
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Banker (1993), speaking of evangelicals who were active during the middle to late 19th 

century in America, describes this American ethos in terms of the Presbyterian Church: 

Presbyterians, like most evangelicals, came to assume that their nation's culture 
and moral standards and ideals were preferred by God and superior to those of 
other peoples. From these assumptions developed the synonymous ideals of the 
Anglo-Protestant way and Christian civilization. 

The Protestant view of life and God was being married to the American view of life and 

God. By the turn of the 20th century the Protestant standard of living was a part of many 

of the major public institutions in America. 

American government, and in turn education and other public policy issues would 

come to reflect a Protestant ideal that was blandly nondenominational, yet clearly 

Protestant. In terms of Indian assimilation Banker describes the perception of the ideal 

19th century American lifestyle as inclusive of: 

Protestant churches, public schools, a codified system of laws, private property, 
hard work, monogamous marriage, patriarchal families, and the Christian 
Sabbath...[as well as] Western clothing and standards of hygiene; permanent, 
single-family dwellings; modem farming implements and techniques; and the latest 
conveniences and technological advancements.^^ 

In Education for Extinction, David Wallace Adams (1995) expands the list of traits of the 

American Christian civilization to include: 

commitment to the values of individualism, industry...the abandormient of loyalty 
to the tribal conmiunity for a higher identification with the state as an 
"independent citizen"; the willingness to become a producer and consumer of 
material goods; and finally, an acceptance of the idea that man's conquest of nature 
constituted one of his noblest accomplishment.^^ 

The last bit of Adams' list, about the conquest of nature, reflects how extremely 

ethnocentric the "American" view was becoming. This conquest of nature included the 

conquest of the peoples who lived in greater contact with nature. Indian people were 

being expected to become the conqueror, taking pleasure and pride in the conquest of 
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nature. Taken together, Banker's list and Adams' list constitute a fairly complete 

description of a 19th century white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant American lifestyle. 

American was coming to mean Protestant. If Indians were going to become Americans, 

they were going to have to become Protestants. 

Despite limited success by missionaries throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, by 

the time the American President Ulysses S. Grant proposed his "Peace Policy" with 

Indians in 1869, most Americans had come to believe that, "Christianity alone could 

civilize the American Indians and that Christianity needed and deserved the support of the 

federal government in doing so."^^ Grant's policy effectively gave control of the "Indian 

problem" to the churches in America. Grant's policy, as Prucha describes it in The 

Churches and the Indian Schools (1979), had two fundamental elements: "First, Congress 

authorized a civilian group...the Board of Indian Commissioners, to advise the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs and to serve as a watchdog over fimds appropriated for Indian 

Administration. Second...the Indian agencies were turned over to church missionary 

groups, who nominated the agents and other personnel. Grant gave Presidential 

sanction to a relationship between church and state that had essentially existed in some 

form for 250 years prior to his administration. Grant's policy would only last for 13 years, 

but it would signal the beginning of a major shift in the way that Americans dealt with 

Indians. Ironically, Grant's policy giving power to the churches with regard to Indians 

would ultimately result in an attempt at complete separation of church and state within 

American federal Indian affairs. 

In turning to the churches in America for help with the "Indian problem," Grant 

acknowledged the long standing work Christians had done among Indians. Grant's policy 

was bom out of j&ustration with the state of Indian affairs as he saw it as well as a firm 

belief, like most Americans, that if anyone could "civilize" Indian people, Christians could. 
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Two widespread beliefs in America contributed significantly to Grant's policy. First was 

the idea that tribal cultures could be shed like worn out clothing. Second was the belief 

that civilization could be best achieved by exposure to a Christian example. Civilized 

Protestant missionaries would show the natives, who inhabited a lower order on the social 

evolutionary scale, how to advance through these stages and reach the pinnacle of 

civilization. 

The social, intellectual and political climate in America of the late 1800s helped to 

create a systematic hierarchical understanding of civilization. Christian civilization, of 

course, was on top and tribal cultures very near the bottom. The logic of this system, 

though, proceeded out of the same beliefs which had placed Indians at Harvard in the 

middle of the 17th century. Indians were members of a lesser cultures, but many 

Protestants felt that members of the lower "order" had the potential to ascend this social 

evolutionary ladder. This attitude dominated Indian education fi-om its earliest days 

through the 20th century. The motto for the Tucson Indian School graduating class of 

1924 was "Not at the top, but climbing. Metaphors which relate Indian students' 

successes to climbing the ladder of civilization were very common in promotional 

pamphlets and publicity articles about Escuela and other mission and federal Indian 

schools. One particularly graphic representation of this attitude could be found at the 

Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis in 1904. At this world's fair there was a series 

of Indian exhibits. Along a hillside were placed native peoples fi-om America, Japan, 

Africa and Patagonia who were offered as examples of people who were "untouched by 

the march of progress."^^ At the top of the hill "stood a government Indian 

schoolhouse."^^ The message could not be much more clear. Education, the Christian 

idea of education, was the means of ascension up the social evolutionary scale to achieve 
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the high ranks of civilization. Education equalled upward movement which in turn 

equaled glory in the eyes of God. 

The social evolutionary scale which placed Indian people in America on a level 

equivalent to African tribes, Patagonian natives and Japanese natives suggests a great deal 

about the thinking which inspired Western expansion in America. Westerners had rarely 

taken any particular care to see any indigenous peoples in terms of their uniqueness or 

their ability to contribute to civilization. Indigenous peoples were often a barrier to 

"progress," and therefore regardless of where they came from, they were backward and of 

the same "class." It is notable that the medieval Europeans were seen as belonging to this 

lower order, and that they were able, with the rise of Protestant Christianity, to rise from 

those Dark Ages to the highest ranks of the civilized. Americans, by the late 19th century, 

had fully explored North America and were quickly attempting to settle it. At the root of 

American Westward expansion was the idea of Manifest Destiny or a divine sanction to 

settle America in the name of the Christian God. Those who inhabited the land could not 

be looked upon on equal terms, for they knew nothing of this divinely inspired mission of 

the Americans. First they had to understand the word of God, then Indians could come to 

see that they were stuck in some lower stage of civilization. The "savages" who had 

previously inhabited America were just like Africans or any people from "tribal" cultures, 

even Anglo-Saxon ancestors from the Dark Ages; they were victims of their 

circumstance, but they could be lifted out of the dark pit of their tribal existence if they 

would just accept the King James version of the word of God. 

Protestants saw Catholic missions as antithetical to their ideas about civilization 

and social evolution. The ethnocentrism of most 19th and early 20th century Americans 

would contribute to a debate between Catholics and Protestants over the souls of the 

unsaved natives. Both groups saw themselves as the most righteous group to deal with 
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the Indian question. Each group had a general animosity toward the other, and neither 

wanted to see the other as the primary benefactor of government funding for aid to 

Indians. A general sentiment that Christianity was an absolutely necessary part of the 

assimilation of Indian people was the only point of true agreement between the Catholics 

and Protestants. A great deal of un-Christian bickering between the churches ultimately 

resulted in the American federal government deciding that, at least in terms of Indian 

affairs, church and state should remain separate. This decision initiated a new era in 

Indian education. With the government trying to distance itself fiscally fi-om church 

missions, the 250 year old relationship in North America between Indians, Christians, 

government and education would slowly come to an end. The flow of money from 

government to the churches may have ended, but there were residual effects of this 

centuries old relationship which carried through Indian education. The next section of this 

chapter will look more closely at this shift in American policy and identify some of the 

reverberations which were felt throughout Indian education in America through the middle 

of the 20th century. 

Divergent Paths 

Grant's Peace Policy was short lived and it had essentially the opposite effect that 

was intended. The Peace Policy was aimed at passing much of the responsibility of Indian 

affairs to the churches in America. The net result, decades later, was that churches and 

Indian affairs would be essentially separated. The fact that Grant's policy backfired is 

indicative of much of the policy Indians have had to endure in America over the centuries. 

American Indian groups have been historically the objects of many social and legal 

experiments. The period from 1880-1920 is the seminal era in the development and 

implementation of the federal Indian school experiment in America. In this section I will 
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examine changes in American attitudes and policy during this era and try to establish the 

fact that these changes sent federal Indian schools and mission schools on clearly divergent 

paths. 

The battles and the battlegroimd 

Around the turn of the 20th century, the United States was expanding and 

therefore changing. Indians were often at the center of political debates, yet these 

discussions included little or no representation from Indian people. The debate, in fact, 

was more often about America's emerging 20th century, progressive Protestant ethos than 

about Indians. Indian issues provided a battieground upon which conflicting reformers 

would wage their wars with each other. A clear example of this is the war over Indian 

education that was waged between Catholics and Protestants from the 1880s through the 

early decades of the 20th century. Prucha's The Churches and the Indian Schools (1979) 

tells the story of these battles over Indian education. Prucha uses military terminology in 

reference to the Catholic-Protestant conflict because, "the conflicts at the time were 

described by the participants in military terms. Each of these Christian groups saw the 

other as the enemy, and Indians simply provided the battleground. The system of Indian 

education that was bom out of this era was flawed and often misdirected. Indian 

education became America's grand experiment to solve the Indian problem. 

The debate which triggered the separation of church and state with regard to 

Indian education lasted for years and was complex in its motives and manipulations. The 

competitors in this battle were the Catholic church and a coalition of Protestant 

denominations. One of the many short lived results of Grant's policy was the contract 

system between the government and the various Christian churches. This system 

effectively funded Christian educational missions to Indians from its inception in the 1870s 
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through its termination in 1900.^^ The idea was to pay the churches to educate Indians at 

their mission schools. The churches would receive per capita fimding, which meant that 

they needed to keep their schools fiill in order to keep the funding going. The basic 

premise of this plan, which all the denominations agreed upon, was that the first step for 

assimilation was Christianization. That, however, was where the agreement ended. 

The American government's "Indian education by way of mission" business had 

begun in earnest in 1819 with the creation of the Civilization fiind.^® The Civilization fiind 

slowly grew and eventually provided a fairly steady monetary lifeline to religious missions 

among Native Americans.^^ With the growth of this lifelme, each denomination that did 

missionary work was able to establish missions throughout North America. Eventually 

this Civilization fiind would evolve into Grant's contract system. By the late 1800s, each 

Christian group thought that their way was the right way to deal with Indians, and each 

group saw the others as an obstacle to their respective goals, which, ironically, were 

actually the same goal: assimilation of Indians. The money supplied by the government by 

way of contracts allowed for missionary growth, and the Catholics had taken full 

advantage of that firom the begitmmg of the contract system. Protestants, seeing the 

"enemy" advance, charged the federal government with giving too much to the 

Catholics.^^ This denominational bickering over who got more money would begin a 

battle which would ultimately change Indian education. 

One of the results of this first battle over mission schools was an agreement that 

federal Indian schools would be placed all over the country so that all Indian students 

could get a federal education.Until all these federal schools were opened, churches 

would receive less and less money, until ultimately direct public funding of church run 

schools was ended in 1900. The initial idea, it seems, was to totally phase out missionary 

schools in favor of federal public education for Indians. Most Protestant missionary 
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boards, who apparently preferred to lose all funding from the government rather than have 

the Catholics get a larger share, effectively severed their ties with the federal government 

by withdrawing their Indian school contracts in the early 1890s.^^ This action did 

effectively shut down some mission schools, but more importantly it marked the beginning 

of a new era for Indian education. For those mission schools that could survive without 

the government contract money, the early to mid 20th century had the potential to be a 

period of missionary activity without a great deal of governmental curricular control. The 

schools which made up the federal Indian school system also embarked on a new era. In 

the early 20th century the federal schools provided a battleground for renewed 

denominational battUng. The result for the federal schools was a curriculum aimed at 

achieving a Christian, yet secular, non-denominational education. 

The original government document to address religious instruction regarding 

Indian schools was a part of the Rules for Indian Schools series which the OfBce of Indian 

Affairs started producing in 1890.^^ In the 1890 edition, the section regarding religious 

instruction was a short paragraph which essentially said that students were expected to go 

to church on Sunday and attend a proper Sunday school.^^ Implicit in the proclamation, 

though, was the idea that Sunday service and Sunday school meant Protestant services and 

a Protestant Sunday school. By this time it was becoming clear that federal funding for 

church schools was, at the very least, going to diminish and Catholics felt their message 

was being squashed in all the changes which were occurring. Thus began the second and 

final major war between Catholics and Protestants over what would happen in federal 

Indian schools. 

One of the results of the first battle, which ended direct federal fianding to Indian 

schools, was a backlash by Catholics who felt they lost this first match. From the 1890s 

through the early part of the 20th century, Catholics made an issue of what they 
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considered biased religious instruction in federal Indian schools.^^ The Protestant, and 

occasionally anti-Catholic slant of the federal Indian schools caused the Catholics to fight 

for fi-eedom of religion in Indian schools. The painfully obvious reality was that Indian 

religions were considered heathen by the ethnocentric reformers so fireedom of religion 

was simply freedom to practice a Christian faith. The First Amendment was bemg used as 

a weapon in a Christian denominational battle being fought in the Indian schools. The 

result of this Catholic challenge was a slow, steady "de-Protestantizing" of federal Indian 

schools through the early decades of the 20th century. By 1900 the directive about 

religious education in the Rules for Indian Schools was much the same as the 1890 

directive, except for one point. The 1900 version included the statement: "Pupils of 

Government schools shall be encouraged to attend the churches and Sunday schools of 

their respective denominations...Pupils who can not thus be accommodated shall be 

assembled during some suitable hour for religious and ethical exercises of a strictly 

undenominational character. Again, "respective denominations" meant the Christian 

denomination of the student's choice; Indian religions did not count. These changes were 

not enough for the Catholic cause, and the battle raged on. 

The changes made for the 1900 directive regarding religious instruction tell a great 

deal about the debate taking place at the time it was written. Terms like "strictly 

undenominational" became dominant in the rhetoric regarding religious instruction in 

federal Indian schools. The federal Indian schools were becoming a precarious testing 

ground for the American ideal of the separation of church and state. Indians had always 

seemed to be a logical exclusion to the separation of church and state ideal. Everyone 

seemed to agree that Christianization was the first step to assimilation, that assimilation 

was better than extermination, and that it was the responsibility of the federal government 

to assimilate Indians. Once the Catholics began to raise fi"eedom of religion questions with 
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regard to Indian schools, though, the door was opened for challenges to the 

appropriateness of denominational church activities in a federally funded enterprise. 

Finally the "General Regulations for Religious Worship and Instruction of Pupils in 

Government Indian Schools" was issued by Commissioner of Indian Affairs R.G. 

Valentine in 1910.^^ This document represents the culmination of decades of Christian 

infighting over Indian education. The "General Regulations for Religious Worship" 

memo, replaced the earlier brief statements in the Rules for Indian Schools, reads like a 

peace compromise struck between two warring parties. Each of the fifteen points, many 

with up to five sub-points, which make up this document addresses some sort of grievance 

which had at one time been filed against the government schools, mostly by Catholics. 

One of the major points won by the Catholics was number six on Valentine's memo; 

"Proselyting among pupils by pastors, employees, or pupils is strictly forbidden."^® While 

this was a rule that was quite clearly and quite often broken, it represents a starkly 

different approach to Indian education than that which had always been the norm in the 

field. 

In the history of Indian education up to the early 20th century, proselytizing had 

been educating and educating had been proselytizing. The two had been one. Valentine's 

rules did not remove religious instruction, nor discourage it. The guidelines, in fact, are 

very particular about the amount and quality of religious instruction each student should 

receive. What the memo suggests, though, is the unresolvable conflict within the minds of 

the reformers. Everyone felt that the only way to assimilate students was to do it with 

Christianity. There was so much disagreement on whose Christian message Indians should 

receive, though, that the net result was an attempt to teach "undenominational 

Christianity." The bureaucratic roots and nebulous nature of an idea like 

"undenominational" Christianity are evident in number thirteen of Commissioner 
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Valentine's fifteen "General Regulations for Religious Worship" e'en! 1910. Number 

thirteen states: 

In the general school assembly exercises, as distinguished from the several Sunday 
school exercises under separate denominational control, the following only must be 
observed for the strictly religious part: 

a) Substitute the revised version for the King James version of the Bible for 
scriptural readings, and confine these to the four Gospels and the Acts of 
the Apostles. 
b) Either form of the Lord's Prayer as given in the revised version. 
c) For song exercises use the "Carmina for Social Worship," omitting the 
following hymns: Nos. 106,108, 110, 111, 119, 161, and 165. 
d) These assembly exercises are to be conducted by the superintendent of 
the school, or some employee or pupil designated by him; but not a 
minister or priest unless the superintendent should be one, in which case he 
acts ex officio. 
e) The privilege of addressing the school at these exercises will be cordially 
offered to all mmisters and priests; but doctrinal instructions or 
denominational teachings must not be permitted.^ ̂  

This sort of language, which was meant to remove any possible sense of denominational 

bias, shows what the true result of the Christian war over Indian education was: 

bureaucratization. By attempting to insure their ethnocentric idea of freedom of religion, 

the Christians nearly de-Christianized the schools they felt were in such vital need of a 

Christian presence. The unresolvable conflict between the American ideal of separation of 

church and state on the one side and the use of churches to assimilate Indians on the other 

expressed itself in government decrees like the one quoted above. 

The result of this rhetoric and these rules on each Indian school is tough to gauge. 

It is likely that proselytizing still took place and that some denominational message tended 

to take priority in each of the schools. However, by the 1920s religious instruction in 

federal Indian schools in America had become such a bone of contention that its role in 

Indian education had shifted. Proselytizing was frowned upon and the use of ministers or 

priests of one sect or another would likely raise a challenge. Federal Indian schools were 
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left with a watered down message of a nebulous Christian ideal that could not be ofiBcially 

associated with any one element of Christianity. Indian education was an institution 

founded upon the idea that a good, solid Christian message was the sure route to 

successfiil assimilation, yet after the lengthy denominational debate there was no solid 

Christian message left. Much of the assimilationist punch was seemingly removed from 

the federal schools because Christians could not agree on whose message was more 

appropriate. Mission schools, on the other hand, faced a whole different set of 

circumstances in the 20th century. 

The Presbyterians and the Tucson Indian School 

The Tucson Indian Training School arose out of a Protestant resurgence in 

missionary activity in the late 19th century. The Presbyterian mission to the Southwest, as 

mentioned in the first chapter, owed a great deal to Sheldon Jackson. Jackson was a man 

with the foresight to see the potential for missionary activity along railway lines. His 

organization of missions to those people identified by the Presbyterians as "exceptional 

populations" left the mark of Presbj^erianism throughout the Southwest. The 

"exceptional" people, curiously enough, were those people who lived in the Southwest, 

and whose only exception was that they were not Protestants. In the eyes of the 

Presbyterian church, the Mexicans, Mormons and Indians in the Southwest were all in 

need of a Christian mission to make them less exceptional. Sheldon Jackson was the man 

who started that process. 

Between 1867 and 1888, an era in which Grant's Peace Policy came and went, the 

Presbyterians founded 77 new mission schools throughout Utah, Colorado, New Mexico 

and Arizona. Many of the missions of this era were short lived, and within a few years 

the schools were gone. The Presbyterians were originally in the region for a three part 
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missionary quest; they came to convert Mormons, New Mexicans (meaning meztizos or 

people whose heritage is a mixture of Spanish and Indian cultures) and Indians.^'^ The 

areas of the most Presbyterian concentration during this time suggest that Mormons were 

really the primary target and that Indians, in fact, were more of a tertiary goal, behind 

Catholic and "unchurched" New Mexicans.^^ In the final section of this chapter I will 

look at Escuela's history in terms of the Presbyterian mission that spawned it. The 

termination of federal contract money did not destroy Escuela because the Presbyterian 

mission in the region was organized, efficient and employed several dedicated people. 

Survival through the Indian school debate meant that Escuela would face none of the 

federal regulations limiting religious activity in Indian schools. Escuela, because it was a 

part of a large, organized missionary system, was able to survive and even flourish with an 

evangelical Christian message through an era of continuous fighting over religious 

instruction in federal schools. The Tucson Indian school and other mission schools that 

survived into the 20th century had the advantage of being almost entirely outside the reach 

of the large federal bureaucracy associated with government Indian schools. 

The Presbyterian mission 

Presbyterians, with the Gospel held high before them, marched into the Southwest 

in the late 1860s and began their work.^^ The word of God in the form of the Bible, as 

stated above, was considered the first rung on the ladder toward Christian American 

civilization. In the Southwest, the Presbyterians were marching in advance of the coming 

nation. The Presbyterian mission in the Southwest was establishing its first schools among 

the "exceptional populations" in 1867-68.^^ The timing would be fortutitous for a variety 

of reasons. The transcontinental railroad was becoming a reality, which meant the West 

would be open to massive and rapid expansion. The Civil War had just ended. 
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Reconstruction was under way and there were a lot of people on the move in America. 

The Presbyterians in the Southwest, mostly as a result of Sheldon Jackson, were just 

ahead of the wave of expansion. 

The social and historical circumstances of the region dictated the Presbyterian 

mission in the Southwest. The missionaries were here to tame the West in the name of 

God. Their mission coincided with and was supported by the American government's 

mission to deal with the overwhelmingly frustrating Indian problem. The Presbyterian 

mission in the Southwest experienced steady growth under Grant's Peace Policy, but it is 

notable that until the early 20th century the Indian field was not the primary mission for 

the Presbyterians in the Southwest.^^ In 1890 the Presbyterians had 75 mission schools in 

the Southwest; sbc of these schools served Indian populations.^^ The ethnocentric 

outiook in America that produced assimilationist policy and lumped all Native Americans 

together as Indians would produce a situation in the Southwest that would eventually 

allow Escuela some room to find some success among the O'odham and Pima. 

By seeking to serve "exceptional populations" in the Southwest, the Presbyterians 

were not just placing ail native cultures under one label; this label meant everyone who 

did not profess the Protestant American ideal. The larger policy of the Presbyterians 

seems to have been a benefit during the years of denominational battling over Indians. By 

having all three missions. Mormon, Indian and New Mexican, under one board, the Board 

of Home Missions, there was some structural unity to the organization. Each arm could, 

to some degree, rely upon the other. By having the connection to the Board of Home 

Missions, these missionary endeavors in the Southwest had a financial lifeline which 

plugged into the money and power on the East coast. While the federal contract money 

was certainly vital to the Indian enterprises, the organizational framework that was already 

in place allowed the Board, with the help of a lot of donors, to make the budget for 
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Escuela and the other Indian schools after the Presbyterians withdrew theu* federal 

contracts for Indian schools in the early 1890s.'^® 

The structure of the Board of Home Missions and the Women's Executive 

Conunittee, which was largely responsible for the Southwestern mission, reveal something 

about the success that Escuela would have. In 1877, largely due to lobbying done by 

Sheldon Jackson, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian church gave most of the 

responsibility for the Southwest mission to the women of the Presbyterian church.'^ ̂  

Jackson had been actively trying to get the resources these women had available to them 

channeled to the Southwest. In 1879 the Women's Executive Committee of the Board of 

Home Missions was formed, and they officially became the life line for the Southwestern 

mission. In Presbyterian Missions and Cultural Interaction in the Far Southwest (1993), 

Banker identifies two major factors which contributed to the success of the Women's 

Executive Committee: strong leadership and effective organization.'^^ Banker describes 

how the Women's Executive Committee was effectively organized throughout the whole 

multi-tiered Presbyterian Church system. By 1888, the year that Escuela opened, "more 

than 450,000 Presbyterian women participated in 3,500 local home missions auxiliaries 

affiliated with the Women's Executive Committee. The latter groups chose 

representatives to 170 presbyterial and 27 synodical societies that provided effective links 

to the New York City headquarters.'"^^ Escuela was plugged into an efficient and 

effective network being run by American Protestant women. 

Esmida 

When Escuela opened in 1888, Tucson was a frontier town. The Apache raiding 

that had been so prominent in the Santa Cruz valley was over, but the memory was still 

very firesh. On January 6, 1888, three days after Escuela first opened, an article appeared 
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in the Tucson Citizen under the heading "An Old Indian Fighter." The following excerpt 

speaks volumes about the attitude of Americans living in Tucson in 1888: 
I suppose a soldier in battle but rarely knows that he has actually shot a man, but 
one of these old Indian fighters sits down after dinner, with a pipe, and relates to 
you with quite horrifying coolness every detail of the death which his rifle and his 
sure eyes dealt to an Indian...He shot Indians as he ate dinner, plainly as a mere 
matter of course; nor was he a brute, but a kindly, honest, good fellow, not in the 
least bloodthirsty...he has just been telling, with a slight, satisfied smile playing 
over his lips as he spoke, how he once hanged an Indian and again how he cut the 
throat of another... Am I disgusted when he tells me how he once cut a steak with 
his bowie knife out of an old Indian? Yes—but there he stands before me, and I 
must say that he does not at all look like a butcher. 

Escuela arrived in a town, a situation, where Indians were perceived to be animals while 

murderers were "kindly, honest, good fellow[s]." 

The Indians being referred to in this article are most likely Apache, enemy to the 

O'odham as well as the American. The attitude of the article, though, is clear. Indians are 

animals. Neither the writer nor the "Indian fighter" seems likely to stop and ask about 

tribal afiBliation. Tucson was growing fast and it included a percentage of the populace 

that clearly did not respect Native Americans as humans. The O'odham had always had a 

"good" reputation among Westerners as peaceful people, and the Apache had once 

provided a common enemy. Good will did not equal respect, however, and the O'odham 

were nice Indians, but Indians nonetheless. The O'odham faced some dangerously 

obnoxious and greedy neighbors and needed some sort of buffer. To a significant degree, 

the Presbyterians provided that buffer. 

Howard Billman, Escuela's first superintendent, did not arrive until the fall of 1888. 

Until his arrival the operation of the school was left in the hands of Charles Walker, a 

Tucson man and acting superintendent. Miss Lizzie Gibson who was the boys' and girls' 

matron. Miss Brownell who was the school's seamstress, William Thompson who took 

care of the farm, and Miss Mary Whitaker who was Escuela's first teacher.'^'^ Mary 
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Whitaker had been sent by the Board of Home Missions in the fall of 1887 to make the 

arrangements for the Indian training school. Miss Whitaker's part in Escuela's early story 

is an extremely important one. According to Billman, "Miss Whitaker was more largely 

instrumental in bringing about the organization and in securing the funds for our present 

buildings. She was untiring with both the tongue and pen in the mterests of the work.'"^^ 

Her efiforts are indicative of the way that things were done during these feverishly active 

days of Presbyterian mission work. The fact that Miss Whitaker had so much 

responsibility in the organization of Escuela is important. It was mostly women 

throughout America who were making this mission in the Southwest possible. Miss 

Whitaker represents one part of an organized group of women who were playing a 

significant role in the Christianization of America. Women, in fact, had been playing a 

vital grass roots role in Protestant missionary efforts in America since the early 19th 

century.^^ 

Miss Whitaker had arranged for a short lease on an adobe building on the 

northwest comer of Sbcth avenue and Congress street in Tucson. This building would 

serve as Escuela's temporary home while the construction was completed on the new 

school buildings. The school operated out of this downtown location for only one season, 

then, in the fall of 1888, the Tucson Indian Training School ofiBcially opened on its new 

site. The new location was bounded by First and Third avenues and Third and Fifth 

streets in Tucson.'^^ This put Escuela, at the time, on the eastern outskirts of Tucson. 

Today that location is in the central district of Tucson, located near the site of the present 

Roskruge Bilingual School north of Sixth street; about six blocks east of the University of 

Arizona campus. Miss Whitaker, who clearly knew how to make things happen, managed 

to secure a 99 year lease on this land, which was four entire city blocks, for one dollar a 

year. A forty two acre lot was sold to the Board of Home Missions by Charles Walker, 
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the man who had acted as superintendent prior to Biiknan's arrival, for a farm to be run in 

conjunction with the school to provide food and as well as industrial training.The farm 

lot was about a mile from the school along the Santa Cruz river near the present day 

location of St. Mary's hospital.'^^ 

Escuela was now in business. This new campus, which had been built in the 

summer of 1888 under the supervision of Charles Walker, initially consisted of two 

buildings.^® The main buildmg, a large redwood and pine structure, housed two 

classrooms, a dining room, three teacher's rooms and a teacher's dining room as well as 

living quarters for the students.^^ The second building, a smaller, two story adobe 

structure, housed the kitchen, laundry and a storeroom.^^ Within a few years a group of 

smaller, one story adobe buildings were built for a boys' home, a fiill laundry and a hospital 

cottage. Eventually this campus would include a bakery, a superintendent's home, a 

separate cottage for sewing, a corral, a blacksmith shop and a pump house. With the 

farm only a mUe away, the idea was to make Escuela a fiilly self-sufBcient operation. 

Students, of course, provided most of the labor that kept Escuela operating. The whole 

enterprise was an exercise in self-reliance, which was one of the touchstones in civilization 

training. 

Howard Billman was a man who believed in labor. In April 1893 BiUman 

succinctly and forthrightly stated his vision of Escuela: "We propose to civilize the Indian 

by teaching him the beauty of the blistered hands. Among my own people I used to 

exhort, 'Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.' Now, I bear down on the Indian boys 

and girls, 'Six days shalt thou labor.'"^'^ Billman was a man of the reform era. 

Assimilation was the name of the game and the best way to make Americans of the Pima 

and O'odham, according to Billman's philosophy, was to work them very hard. The idea 

of teaching Indian people to labor for their living was a consistent element in all Indian 
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education, federal or sectarian. The Christian American ethos, after all, elevated industry 

to the level of a fundamental human value. 

In Education for Extinction David Wallace Adams (1995) identifies the four major 

aims of Indian education as basic academic instruction, individualization, Christianization, 

and citizenship training.^^ Billman's "beauty of blistered hands" ideal falls into the 

individualization category. Escuela was geared toward teaching self-reliance in a Western 

world. Adams states that education was seen as a means to individualization first by 

showing Indian people how to work. With an understanding of how to work, Indian 

students would then labor very hard, and thereby be instilled with the drive to want to be 

an individual.^^ Hard labor and individual land ownership went hand in hand at Indian 

boarding schools. The American ethos showed that if one worked hard enough, one could 

carve out a little piece of America to call home. The Tucson Indian school relied heavily 

on this message throughout its history, but as time passed the message changed a bit. An 

irony of Christians teaching Indians how to be individuals is that Christianity is essentially 

founded upon a communal premise: do unto others as you would have them do unto you. 

By the middle of the 20th century, the message which students were taking fi^om Escuela 

was much more about self and community than just self Self-reliance training, in the 

hands of evangelical Presbyterians, was related to community building. 

Billman remained at Escuela until December 1894, when Arizona Territory 

governor L.C. Hughes appointed him regent to the Territorial University.^^ In 1895 

Billman ascended to the position of president of the University of Arizona.^^ Bilhnan, like 

Sheldon Jackson and Mary Whitaker, was a person with a keen ability to get things done. 

He managed Escuela through the years immediately following the Presbyterian withdrawal 

from the federal contract system. His persistence and dedication to the efficient 

administration of Escuela would leave a lasting mark. The eleven superintendents who 
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followed Billman faced a legacy of administrative wizardry that he left on the office.^^ A 

great deal of organizational and motivational skills were required to run the Tucson Indian 

School. Billman set the tone, in this administrative sense, but the superintendent who 

followed him, Frazier Hemdon, may have been the greatest contributor to expressing the 

post-19th century Escuela message. 

Hemdon had a temperament that was well suited for missionary work. His love of 

the Gospel and his sincere desire to spread that message permeate his correspondence and 

his journals. Hemdon had arrived at Escuela in 1893. When Billman took the post with 

the University of Arizona, Hemdon took over as superintendent at Escuela. Hemdon had 

first served as the blacksmith, then as an industrial teacher, then he moved up to assistant 

superintendent.^® After Billman left to go to the University, Hemdon ran Escuela until 

1903, when he took up a mission among the Tohono O'odham.^^ Hemdon was another 

Presbyterian who was motivated, dedicated and ready to serve. His mission among the 

O'odham would last until the end of his life. Hemdon's mission became a central part of 

the Escuela strategy. Hemdon worked in the field by making regular rounds through 

O'odham country. He based himself out of the Indian village that was just south of 

Tucson at the time, establishing the church that would eventually become Southside 

Presbyterian Church.^^ Hemdon's connection to the O'odham was constant. He set up 

mission schools and chapels on the reservation and thereby created a means of recruiting 

children for Escuela. 

Hemdon, like many evangelicals of his era, used New Testament metaphors from 

nature to describe the place the Gospel occupied among Indian people. When he set out 

in 1904 on his first missionary venture with Jose X. Pablo, "my faithfiil helper and 

interpreter", Hemdon meant to leave the seed of the Gospel in the fertile minds of the 

desert dwellers.^^ In this passage from his joumal recounting this journey, Hemdon, in 
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reference to an O'odham man who had converted to Christianity, clearly expresses his 

intentions which mirror the intentions of Escuela: 

This seed that was sown early sprung up and grew until it came to maturity, and it 
has been gathered in among the redeemed of the Lord. Other good seed has been 
sown, and it is growing through drought, and under the beams of a scorching sun. 
The birds of Catholicism, mistaking the field for the wayside, have tried to pluck 
the seed; The rocks of vice have not allowed some to take deep root; the thorns of 
superstition have fearfiilly retarded the growth; But the good seed, though poorly 
tended, has been growing, and those who have scattered it will doubtless come 
again bringing their sheaves with them.^^ 

Hemdon set about to make this extensive metaphor into a reality. He, like his 

contemporaries, believed very firmly in the Gospel and felt that civilization springs forth 

fi-om that Christian message. In this passage Hemdon identifies three factors, vice. 

Catholics and superstition, which impede the healthy growth of the seed of the Gospel. 

The fact that Hemdon saw Catholicism as one of the main impediments to the 

growth of his "seed" reflects the larger national debate between Protestants and Catholics, 

but it also mirrors a local reality. Fr. Kino and the men who followed him had left some 

elements of the Catholic message in the desert, and after 1900 Catholics once again took 

an active interest in the O'odham field. Prior to the arrival of Escuela, the O'odham who 

lived in the eastem part of O'odham country had been predominantly Catholic. Hemdon 

and Escuela would contribute to a factional dispute among the O'odham along 

Presbyterian/Catholic lines. In O'odham politics this manifested itself in the formation of 

the Good Government League and the rival League of Papago Chiefs. On a more 

personal level this factional debate divided some fantiilies and had the effect of polarizing 

some O'odham communities. 

The religious polarization among some O'odham during this era was expressed 

clearly by Eliza (1939-43) when I spoke with her. When I asked Eliza if she and her 

family attended Presbyterian services before she went to Escuela, she replied, "No, they 
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were all Catholic, very, very devout. My father had a fit and a half when my mother told 

him I was going to Escuela." Eliza's family lived in Tucson. Her experience represented 

the experiences of many families who lived either in Tucson or in the villages on the 

eastern side of the O'odham reservation. Several families in these communities 

experienced divisions and conflict as a result of the Presbyterian presence. Eliza also 

addressed some of the differences she perceived between Catholicism and Presbyterianism. 

She told me: 

I used to ask our priest a lot of questions, and he said, "You're asking me too many 
questions. A good Catholic accepts their faith." Everythmg by faith, you know, 
you don't have to know. So when I went to Escuela I really just read the Bible 
thoroughly and I just got into everything, so I would really learn. All the four 
years that I was there I got a " 1" in Bible. But when I first got there they had this 
Bible drill and I was just lost, I didn't know what they were talking about. 

Eliza's comments seem to reflect a general sense that the Presbyterians brought an attitude 

of self-reliance and education which was centered on the Bible to the O'odham and Pima. 

This attitude, as Eliza suggests, is contradictory to the message of faith and religious 

devotion which seemed to be prevalent among the Catholic O'odham. 

Hemdon, as the man most responsible for the mission day school at San Miguel, 

provided the basis of a Presbyterian school system which would operate for over 30 years. 

Among the O'odham, the San Miguel school prepared students for Escuela. By the 1930s 

this meant the San Miguel day school was offering first through fourth or fifth grade, then 

the students would go on to Escuela to finish their education. This system, which was 

modest, as the San NCguel school was always a small operation, created an opportunity 

for O'odham children to receive a fiill twelve years of Christian education. Many of the 

Escuela alumni with whom I spoke attended the San Miguel day school as a preliminary to 

Escuela. 
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The San Miguel day school did not open until 1914, by which time Escuela had 

made its final move. By the turn of the 20th century Escuela had a waiting list of potential 

students. Under Hemdon Escuela's student population rose to nearly 200.^^ By the time 

he left in 1903, the city of Tucson was closing in on the Escuela campus and it was 

becoming clear that a move was inevitable.^^ In late December of 1906 Haddington 

Brown, who had succeeded Heradon as Escuela's superintendent, proposed to the Tucson 

city council that they sell him the Fifth Street site for a cut rate price and he, in turn, 

would then sell these lots to a developer and take the profit and purchase a larger tract of 

land outside the city limits. The city council agreed to Brown's proposal and they sold the 

Board of Home Missions the fiftii street lots for a total of $480.^^ 

On February 27, 1907 the Board of Home Missions purchased the George C. 

Kohler ranch for $9500.^^ The ranch was 3 miles south of Tucson and included Santa 

Cruz river fi-ontage. On April 8 of the same year the downtown lots were sold and the 

Board of Home Missions took the highest bid, $35,000, for all four lots.^^ The 40 acre 

farm lot was sold for $5,775 a few days earlier.^® Haddington Brown had managed to turn 

a $34,520 profit on the downtown land deal in less than three months with nearly no 

expenditure of Board money. In "A History of the Presbyterian Work Among the Puna 

and Papago Indians of Arizona," John Hamilton (1948) points out that all parties in this 

deal were happy. The city of Tucson could now tax a sizable tract of downtoAvn land that 

was tax exempt when Escuela occupied it, the land developer acquired a prime chunk of 

the rapidly growing central part of Tucson, and the Presbyterians turned a sizable profit 

which would help to build the new campus.^ ̂  This type of innovative business sense 

would keep Escuela alive throughout its history. 

Escuela's new location was much larger and quite a bit fiarther from the distraction 

of the town. The move in 1908 established Escuela as a nearly self-sufficient enterprise. 
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This campus was a small town which, over the early decades of the 1900s would grow to 

twenty-five buildings.^^ Escuela, Arizona was established on July 10, 1907 when the 

Escuela post office opened7^ This little town for Pima and O'odham students was an 

example of a fully operational, largely self-reliant community where each person did their 

part to keep the enterprise alive. The message was purely Christian and it was inspired by 

purely ethnocentric assimilationist tendencies, but in teaching self-reliance one has to 

believe that Escuela also taught the value of living in a community. As we will see m the 

next chapter, leammg to get along with others was one of the central messages students 

took fi-om Escuela. 

With a new, rapidly growing campus and a list of applicants that far exceeded seats 

available, by 1915 Escuela was a seen by the Presbyterians as a shining example of a 

successful mission school. Much of the success of Escuela's early days, as we have seen, 

was related to strong leadership. Escuela's first six superintendents would serve a total of 

27 years. The seventh superintendent, Martin Girton, would serve for 26 years. Girton's 

service to Escuela provided sound leadership and a steady message. Girton would be 

with Escuela through WW I, the depression of the 1930s, the signing of the Indian 

Reorganization Act in 1934 and the subsequent formation of the Tohono O'odham 

government, and the early part of WWII. Under Girton Escuela gained a reputation as a 

quality school which attracted second and third generation students. 

Martin Girton was one man in a succession of people before him and after him 

who would try to remain dedicated to Escuela's message of "uplift" and community 

building for the O'odham and Pima. The Tucson Indian School was bom out of a larger 

mission by Presbyterians to bring the Gospel to people they felt were in need of a Christian 

message. This larger mission was related to, yet distinct from the American government's 

mission to assimilate in federal Indian schools. To more thoroughly tell the story of 
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Escuela, the next chapter will rely very heavily on the voices of some Escuela alumni. 

Through the words and stories of Escuela alumni, I hope to be able to fill out the portrait 

of the school more fiiUy and gather some insight into the relationship between Escuela and 

leadership. 
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3 
Escuela Days 

A T jving Institution 

When Martin Girton took control of the Tucson Indian Training School in 1915, 

he stepped into an institution that had established itself in several communities. In the 27 

years leading up to Girton's tenure as superintendent Escuela grew up and was perceived 

as an asset to many Pima communities, a few O'odham communities, and to some degree, 

Tucson. By 1915 the methods and means to fund the school were firmly established and 

the "seed" of Presbyterian Christianity had been "planted" in a few O'odham and several 

more Pima communities. Escuela, which was 27 years old when Girton arrived, was 

becoming a mature institution which had settled into its permanent home. 

Sheldon Jackson, Charles Cook, Mary Whitaker, Howard BiUman, Frazier 

Hemdon, Martin Girton and the other Anglo Presbyterians who came to the Sonoran 

Desert to spread the Gospel are a signiJBcant part of the Escuela story, but ultimately 

Escuela was an institution which was given life by Native American students. The initial 

idea of Escuela was to target the Pima and O'odham populations, but by the 1930s there 

were students from eleven tribes at Escuela.^ In 1937, toward the end of Girton's time as 

superintendent, there were 158 students enrolled from not only Pima and O'odham 

communities but there were also Maricopa, Mono, Mohave, Walapai, Hopi, Navajo, 

Yaqui, Apache and Zuni students attending Escuela.^ The Tucson Indian School was 

much more than buildings or a farm; it was a living institution. Escuela came alive with 

the experiences of the students who attended it and the faculty, staff and administrators 

who ran it. 

In this chapter I will try to show Escuela as a living institution. I will try to show 

that Escuela was an accepted part of some O'odham and Pima communities, and that 
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parents who sent their children to Escuela sacrificed to make that education possible for 

their children. I will also use student recollections to look at several important issues 

related to Escuela's impact on their lives. This will include a review of their first days at 

Escuela, how they adjusted, how they felt about the English only rule at Escuela, how they 

felt about their teachers and how Escuela tried to promote a family environment. I will 

also try to show the general objectives for Escuela, as perceived by the Presbyterians and 

how those objectives occasionally meshed with the needs and traditions of some O'odham 

communities. My aim for this chapter is to show that Escuela was an institution built on 

people and that a Christian message of cooperation essentially permeated every aspect of 

the Escuela experience. 

The People who Came to the Desert 

Escuela was a place where people met and mingled. It was an institution bom out 

of federal policy, religious fervor, ethnocentric logic and individual dedication. It was 

bom into a fi-ontier town and an O'odham population which were quickly becoming 

territorial neighbors. Escuela matured with its students and by the second decade of the 

20th century an Escuela education was something which some O'odham and Pima parents 

desired for their children. This reputation would develop largely as a result of returning 

alumni and active Presbyterian missionaries. 

Since the 1890s and the withdrawal of federal contracts to mission schools, 

Escuela and other Presbyterian mission schools developed an operational method that was 

based largely on charity. The salaries of the staff, faculty and administration of the school 

were paid by the Women's Board of Home Missions, but the money and supplies needed 

to educate and board the students would be consistently gathered fi"om charitable 

contributions. Much of the correspondence that remains in the archival collections related 
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to Escuela is related to the promotion of Escuela in order to raise funds. There are also 

many letters from each of the superintendents to the Women's Board of Home Missions. 

These letters reveal a great deal about the missionaries and their adjustment to life in a 

foreign land, their stand on contemporary national issues, and their perceptions of the 

mission in which they were involved. 

Several of these letters make reference to the Catholic presence that was already 

among the O'odham when the Presbyterians arrived. In the early 1890s Howard Billman 

wrote: 

Mission stations were established among the Indians of this tribe by the Catholic 
church in very early times, and the people are nominally Catholics. It is little, 
however, that church is doing for their improvement. Services are held in the old 
cathedral at San Xavier once a month, but this is as much for the Mexicans as for 
the Indians. From time to time they have conducted school for the children; but no 
earnest effort has ever been made to educate them^ 

Billman's comments reflect the attitude which Frazier Hemdon expressed a decade later 

when he went on his mission among the Tohono O'odham. Catholicism was a barrier to 

civilization, just as vice and superstition were. The Presbyterians were new to the area, 

but they were here to do God's work. They often referred to the fact that what they 

offered in the way of religious instruction was something the O'odham and Pima wanted 

and needed. 

Frazier Hemdon's wife, Elsie Pmgh Hemdon, worked at Escuela and then worked 

with Hemdon throughout the rest of his life with his mission to the O'odham. Mrs. 

Hemdon worked at Escuela for several years prior to leaving to join Hemdon on his 

mission. She kept copious amounts of material related to Escuela and filled notebooks 

with memories from her life m service to the O'odham. In the early days of Escuela it was 

fairly common to have entire families living at the school and taking classes. In the 
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following passage, Mrs. Hemdons's remembrance reveals her conviction that the Pima and 

O'odham wanted the Presbyterians and their message: 

In 1895 a few of the Pima men came to school with long hair which they 
surrendered in sacrifice at the altar of desire to acquire knowledge of the English 
language. The ability to speak and understand what was said by English-speaking 
people was recognized as a valuable asset in business transactions. There was one 
Pima man who particularly took my attention. He must have been thirty-five or 
older. I recognized the courage that he possessed in the sacrifice of his hair, and I 
saw his pride was wounded by hair clippers.^ 

Mrs. Hemdon's comments reflect a general attitude which permeates the archival materials 

related to Escuela. The Presbyterians felt that their presence was not only acceptable to 

the Pima and O'odham, but that it was strongly desired. 

This attitude is what drove Frazier and Elsie Hemdon to leave Escuela and work 

among the O'odham, whom they felt needed and wanted their help. This perception by the 

Hemdon's seems to have been strongly developed by Jose X. Pablo and Jessie Pablo. Jose 

had attended Escuela, graduating in the second class and worked closely with Hemdon on 

the Presbyterian mission. Jessie Pablo, a relative of Jose's, was the daughter of a village 

leader and had also attended the Tucson Indian School. The Hemdons had a tme 

affection for Jessie, and they felt that her desire to bring Presbyterianism to the reservation 

meant many communities would be receptive to their message. Mrs. Hemdon wrote: 

...our thoughts had already been tumed to the Papago Indians who were asking for 
a missionary. Jessie, the girl of dominant spirit and influence had a home on the 
desert and was mother of several children. She was commissioned through the 
school a Bible reader....She [Jessie] said the Papago should be provided with a 
missionary, like Dr. [Charles] Cook, who was missionary among the Pimas.^ 

The Presbyterians felt they had something to offer the O'odham and Pima that the people 

wanted and that the Catholics were failing to deliver. 

In reality the groups among the Tohono O'odham who were most receptive to the 

Presbyterian message seem to have been those groups that had the most to gain. The 
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O'odham groups who were from the southern and eastern edges of the O'odham territory 

have traditionally been the groups with the most contact with Western peoples. The 

geography of that region is more conducive to permanent settlements. Water is more 

plentifiil in this area than in the desert which reaches far west of the Baboquivari 

Mountains. Hemdon's successes seemed to have been significantly limited to the villages 

of Topowa, Vamori, Santa Rosa, San Miguel, and Sells, as well as among the O'odham 

who lived in an O'odhani settlement in South Tucson. All of these towns are in the eastern 

and southern portion of the O'odham territory. It seems likely, although difficult to clearly 

prove, that the traditions of settlement, economics and social organization of these people 

were more compatible to the Presbyterian message than those O'odham communities to 

the west and north. 

The People Who Came from the Desert 

Tucson is only 59 miles from Sells, which is now the center of the Tohono 

O'odham tribal government, as well as the location of the federal Indian agency among the 

O'odham. Sells was once a small village called Indian Oasis. After Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs Cato Sells approved the formation of the Papago Reservation in the 1910s, 

the O'odham involved in the deal decided to change the name of their new government 

center to Sells.^ Topawa, Vamori, San MSguel and Santa Rosa each has a Presbyterian 

chapel and Sells has the main Presbyterian church. San Miguel, as stated above, had a 

Presbyterian day school. By the 1930s when many of the Escuela alumni with whom I 

spoke began school in Tucson, these villages, which are all located on the eastern side of 

the O'odham reservation near the Baboquivari mountains, had active Presbyterian 

populations. Many of the alumni with whom I spoke are from one of these towns, and. 
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with the exception of Maijorie who is from Nevada, every one of them has family from 

one of these places. 

The seeds that Hemdon had sown on his missionary journeys had produced 

students like the alumni with whom I spoke. The San Miguel day school, in particular, 

was a successfiil part of the Escuela strategy among the O'odham. Lillian (1944-47) and 

Claudina (1945) are from San Miguel and offered some insight into the way that the day 

schools worked by the 1940s: 

DF: Why do you think your parents sent you to Escuela? 
Lillian: I don't think it's...our parents, it was those missionaries, huh? The 
missionaries, the teachers that were there [at San Miguel], we just sort of 
automatically went to Escuela... 
Claudina: ...Yeah, I think that was just the next step. 
Lillian:...the four chapels that are there [on the reservation], the kids that went to 
school just sort of automatically went to Escuela...Keep us in Christian schools, I 
guess... 

The Presbyterians were attempting to use those communities where they had established 

themselves to generate students for Escuela. The small mission chapels and day schools 

provided Presbyterian outposts among the O'odham and Pima which could recruit and 

screen potential Escuela students. 

These Presbyterian outposts were integrated into the O'odham communities by the 

third or fourth decade of the century. Evelyn (1944-50) lived in Vamori and San Miguel 

as a child because her father. Rev. Joaquin Lopez, was the ordained minister responsible 

for these chapels. An educated native ministry was one of the central goals of Escuela, 

and Rev. Lopez represented exactly that. He was the first Tohono O'odham to be 

ordained into the Presbyterian ministry, and, like Roe Blaine Lewis, worked to actively 

spread a message of Presbyterianism among his people.^ When I asked Evelyn if her 

father preached in O'odham, she said, "he would preach sometimes in English if he knew 

somebody was there that didn't understand O'odham." That he preached in O'odham was 
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a given because that was the language the people spoke. Rev. Lopez felt strongly enough 

about the message of Presbyterianism that he translated the message into his language. 

Evelyn's father was a cultural broker, an intermediary with knowledge from two different 

traditions, and he sent his children to Escuela to receive similar training. 

Most of the people with whom I spoke were from Presbyterian homes, so the idea 

of religious conversion at Escuela was at least one generation removed for most of them. 

Escuela represented something that parents wanted for their children, not something that 

the federal government was forcing upon them. Escuela offered something that the other 

Indian schools that were available to the Pima and O'odham could not; a firmly evangelical 

Presbyterian message. The religious education was an important part of why some parents 

sent their children to Escuela rather than the Phoenix Indian School or the other federal 

schools available to them. They wanted their children to get a Christian education. 

George (1931-1941) remembers his earliest Christian instruction coming from his mother. 

All I learned from the Bible was from my mother teaching, me in those years. She 
would, because my older brother and my older sisters by that time were at Escuela 
and it was just me and my younger brother and my younger sister that were home. 
And she would, we would sit at her knees and she would teach us about the Bible. 
So we'd know a little bit. She didn't teach us English, so when I got to school I 
didn't know any English. That was in 19311 think, when I went to Escuela the 
first time. 

Barbara (19397-47) clearly expressed the sentiments of many of the alunmi when she said, 

"...I think that was one reason why we didn't go to the government schools, because they 

didn't offer any religious training like we got at Escuela. That had to have played a major 

part in their decision to send us to Escuela." 

The decision to send children to Escuela could not have been an easy one in any 

sense. By the 1930s Escuela was charging tuition to parents who wanted their children 

educated there. The tuition seems to have been something of a sliding scale, depending on 
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how much the family could aflford and only represented a percentage of what it cost to 

educate each child. Escuela superintendent Joseph Poncel made this point abundantly 

clear in a student handbook from the late 1940s; 

The Presbyterian Church which owns and operates this school through its 
department of Educational and Medical work is spending at least $500.00 a year to 
keep you here during the school year. Of this amount you are asked to pay only a 
sm^ portion because we know you and your parents do not have so much money 
that you can pay all of the $500.00.^ 

Tuition, while it was certainly a financial help to the school, seems to have been more of . 

an application of a Protestant ethic: one must work for everything, nothing is gotten for 

free. Of course, for many of the parents who wanted to send their children to Escuela, the 

tuition was a difficult reality if there were several children in the family, which there often 

were. Marguerita (1947-54) told me, 

...during the summer he'd [her father] go up to the school and work there, painting 
the buildings when the kids were gone because you had to pay tuition and we were 
very poor people. So he went up there and did that towards our tuition...He was a 
cattleman too, so he sold some of the cattle to pay the tuition. 

Her father made sacrifices to insure that Marguerita and her sister could be educated at 

Escuela. Some O'odham families had come to place a value on an Escuela education. 

The financial sacrifice, of course, was nothing compared to sending your children 

away from home to be raised by strangers. George (1931-41) and Betty (1929-1941) who 

are brother and sister both spent the majority of their childhoods at Escuela. As George 

put it, "I practically grew up there because you were there nine months of the year, you 

want to add that up, altogether, it's nine years away from home and three years at home 

during that whole time." Native American parents knew very well that their son's or 

daughter's childhood would be surrendered to some sort of Western education by the early 

20th century, but actually sending your children away must have been excruciatingly 
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dif5cult. The emotion of this sacrifice surfaced when I asked George if he thought that 

education was important to his parents. He replied. 

Sure, that was important. That's how come they said, although they loved us, 
they...they sent us away. Can you imagine? My mother cried. I never thought 
about that till now. How many hours she sat and cried because her children [were 
away]...But it's important for you to learn. Not only my dad, all of the O'odham 
were like that. The idea was to learn as much as you can, compete with the white 
man, you'rejustasgoodastheyare. Ifyou learn that, I learned it...Some people 
didn't learn, they're scared to go away. 

The emotional and personal sacrifice that George's mother and father made by sending 

their children to Escuela was seemingly compensated for by the edge that the education 

would offer them. 

George seems to express the edge that his father felt Escuela and other schools 

offered: one learned the ways of the "white man" so that one could compete on their 

terms. In earlier generations the O'odham were faced with Apache raiding, so they often 

sent out offensive missions agamst the Apache; the idea was to beat the enemy at their 

own game. George's dad, Jose Ignacio, was a Chilocco Indian School alumni and he was 

the first Chairman of the Tohono O'odham Nation. He had been involved with Americans 

enough to see the difBculties associated with them. George's father seems to have been 

sending his children to Escuela to learn the ways of the dominant society so that they 

could compete in the modem world. 

Going to Escuela 

George and Betty are the only two people I spoke with who went to Escuela at'a 

very young age. They were both at Escuela for most of their childhoods and they both 

had to learn English there. In this regard they are unique among the people I spoke Avith. 

By 1937 the first through fourth grades had been phased out and high school grades were 
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added. Because of the year that they entered, George and Betty were the only two people 

I spoke with who were able to start in either kindergarten or first grade and go all the way 

up through high school. Most of the alumni I spoke with started in the late 1930s and the 

1940s, so most of them started Escuela in the fifth grade, which by that time was the 

lowest grade oflfered at Escuela. This meant that their true introduction to Western 

education was left to another institution. The San Miguel day school and several other 

government run and Presbyterian run day schools provided this primary education. 

George and Betty, therefore, are the only two consultants whose first day at 

Escuela was a first day in a completely foreign environment. In a sense this is untrue, 

though, because Escuela was nearly a part of the family. George and Betty's mother had 

gone to Escuela and they had older siblings attending when they went. For then- mother, 

Escuela had oflfered a way out of an unhappy home life. George told me: 

[My mother] grew up in a veiy sad childhood, somehow some word got to her 
about Escuela. When she was small, I dont quite...the particulars on the story, but 
some minister came there. She knew he was coming. She knew the day that he 
was coming. And she was just so anxious to come that she didn't sleep all night, 
she just stood up waiting. And they would ask her, "Why are you, why don't you 
go to bed?" And, "Well I'm waiting for the minister to go to school"[laughter]... 
They came, whoever came and went to Escuela and she never went back over 
there. She stayed over here. 

Escuela was a family tradition by the time Betty and George were ready to go. 

Betty's recollection of her first day at Escuela reveals the deep and lasting 

impression an adult can make on a child. The fact that she had older siblmgs there and 

that her mother had gone did not make the transition to Escuela any easier for Betty. 

When I sat down with a group of ten alumni and asked about their first days, many had 

clear memories of that day fifty or sixty years ago. Betty's reply to that question was; 

How well I remember. I cried, cried, cried "bloody murder" [laughter]. And I 
was crying so hard and this one fat lady, I think she was a matron, and she got me 
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in the living room and she got me on her knees and she was bouncing me up and 
down [laughter], I was about six years old I guess. But after, I don't remember 
after that if I cried any more. 

Her brother George, remembers his homesickness lasting a bit longer: 

Yeah, you know I was always pretty tough Paughter]. Yeah, I cried that first 
night, I remember laying there...and it's gonna make me cry now [laughter]...you 
know, babies when they kinda sleep like that, and I got that way and then I hear 
my mother and I wake up...that part was about the worst. And then a little bit 
after that I got used to it, but I'd still hide somewhere. And about the third or 
fourth grade I finally got tough [laughter]....finally, "What am I cryin' about, 
they're just right there." By that time they were in Sells, you know, he [his father]. 
was working on the projects, dams, and he had come to Sells, in '35 I thmk it was, 
and so that's what kinda toughened me up, I said, "What am I crymg about, they're 
right /Aere" you know. 

For George the realization that his parents were not too far away helped him overcome his 

homesickness. Having parents close by apparently did not always lessen the 

homesickness. The sense of isolation that George and Betty felt, since neither of them 

spoke English their first day, must have been very powerful. The isolation, however, was 

not limited to those who were very young or those who did not speak English. 

Claudina (1945) is the only alumnus with whom I spoke who thoroughly disliked 

Escuela. She was never happy there and left after only half a year in the fifth grade. She 

had a great deal of fear and anxiety about Escuela as a child. She described herself as 

bashful and timid. Her sister Lillian was there when Claudina arrived and their older 

sisters had attended before them. One of her sisters had created some of the anxiety that 

Claudina felt. Claudina, talking about her first day, said: 

I told her [Claudina's sister Lillian], "I don't like this building, it looks scary, it • 
looks like people are killed here" [lots of laughter]. It just came back to me, my 
older sister, the one that's an R.N., she had told me that they,.,to promise her that I 
would never talk Indian. And I said, "Why?" and she said, "Because I did and they 
punished me, they made me sit on the trashcan all day long." [laughter] And she 
said, "I made that promise, that I would never talk Indian agam" and to this day, she 
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does not talk Indian, but she understands...so that was in my mind when I saw those 
red buildings at Escuela [laughter]. 

Claudina's case, where her sister had actually put a very negative image of the school in 

her mind, was the exception. For the most part the alumni reported that their older 

siblings had told them fairly positive things about Escuela and had provided some warning 

about the rigorous schedule and the chores. 

If you were fortunate enough to have a group of older relatives who were willing 

to show you aroimd, things seemed to go along a bit more smoothly. About her first day, 

Evelyn told us, "I don't think I was homesick 'cause I had a lot of relatives there, and 

fiiends that I knew fi-om here. So they, you know, helped me get around and told me 

what to do, what we're supposed to do." Leonard (1935-43) expressed similar sentiments 

about his first day: 

I was scared. ButIhad...IwassortoflucI^maway. I had an older brother 
who...had been ahead of me and he guided me, sort of guided me along. What to 
do, where to put my clothes, how to put my clothes in a locker and all of that. 
Later on, I had other close relatives there at the time... two of them, my first 
cousins had been there a number of years ahead of me, so they sort of shepherded 
me along. One particular....fi^om Topawa, Austin Francisco, he was sort of like a 
father to me. 

Evelyn and Leonard both had enough family with them at Escuela that they 

seemed to feel somewhat at home. Claudina also had family there, but her homesickness 

was very powerfiil. Even though her mother was not very far away, in South Tucson, she 

seems to have felt a real longing for home. Her recollection of Escuela is completely 

colored by the fear and isolation that she felt while she was there. "Oh it was terrible, for 

me it was terrible...And I would sit and wonder...and I thought that, you know the nearer 

my home was, the more I cried. Maybe if I went far away, I wouldn't be crying." After 

only half a year, Claudina decided to leave Escuela. "So finally it was, I think it was 

Christmas, and I went, I left Escuela. Went back to my mother, went to public school and 
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then I didn't cry anymore." Claudina would eventually finish her schooling at the Phoenix 

Indian School. 

Claudina's unhappiness during the initial phase of adjustment to boarding school 

life seems to represent the general feeling. She was the only person I spoke with who left 

because she was unhappy, but the first months at Escuela were often mentioned as an 

unsettled time. The first few months at a boarding school require a great deal of 

adjustment. All those parts of life that a child has come to expect of parents or other 

family must now be supplied by people who are not only strangers, but people from a very 

different cultural background. Again, this is the time when the presence of family seems 

to have been helpful. Betty remembers,"we had to get up real early in the morning, and go 

into our groups and stand in line and the inspector would come around and check us if we 

were dressed right...I always had my shoes on the wrong side [laughter]. And my sister 

would have to come help me." 

The Objectives 

Indian boarding schools, as an implementation of policy aimed at changing 

someone's cultural allegiance, were places where regimentation ruled the hallways. 

Escuela was much like federal boarding schools in the long, fiilly scheduled days that 

students were expected to endure without complaint. Like federal Indian schools there 

was a heavy emphasis on what was referred to as practical training. An Escuela 

promotional pamphlet from 1937 gives some idea what a "practical education" was 

perceived to be: 

Special emphasis is placed on the more practical phases of education. Home-
making in many of its branches and home nursing are stressed for the girls, while 
the boys are given special instruction in the manual and agricultural arts. Over 
sbcty of the older children have garden plots to care for. The aim is to equip 
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individuals to meet conditions in the local communities on the reservations to 
which most of them will eventually return. Provision is made for a limited number 
of students who desire a higher education to attend the Tucson high school and the 
State University.^ 

The idea that Indian students should be trained, not necessarily educated, seems to have 

been a part of Escuela, just as it was a large part of most federal Indian schools. 

In the earliest years of Escuela the ratio of work to class closely resembled the 

regimentation at federal schools. Up until 1937 students worked half a day and attended 

classes half a day. The emphasis, obviously, was much more heavily weighted toward 

manual labor and domestic training than classroom education. After 1937, however, the 

Escuela administration implemented a new system. In a report from the middle 1940s, 

Leslie Cronk outlined the work schedule being utilized at that time. Cronk reported that 

the children in the fifth grade worked from 1:00-2:30 daily, the sixth graders from 8:30-

10:30 daily, and the remaining students worked all day one day a week. Seventh graders 

worked on Mondays, eighth graders on Tuesdays and so on.^^ This system seems to have 

placed more emphasis on religious and educational endeavors and less emphasis on manual 

labor and domestic training. 

The primary difference between an Escuela education and a contemporaneous 

federal Indian school education was clearly the scheduled religious activities that were a 

part of every day. The Presbyterian mission of which Escuela and the San Miguel day 

school were a part had objectives and goals which fell outside of the basic objectives of 

federal Indian education. Escuela provided basic academic instruction, training in self-

sufficiency, a Christian education and citizenship training; the four basic aims of Indian. 

education as identified by Adams. However there was more to Escuela. The same 

promotional pamphlet from 1937 which is cited above also states that: 

Bible is taught throughout the entire course at Escuela. Each year evangelistic 
services are held on the campus. Both boys and girls are active in the school 
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church, composed entirely of teachers and pupils...Recently a returned student, in 
talking to the pupils, said, "While you are here in this school a seed is planted in 
your hearts. You may not know it, but it is there. Later on that seed is going to 
grow and it will make a different person out of you. You cannot get away from 
it."i3 

This quote suggests two very important facts about Escuela: first, the Presbyterians were 

actively trying to follow Frazier Hemdon's lead in spreading the seed of Presbyterianism 

and second the seed was perceived to have taken root. 

A report from Escuela from the late 1930s provides some insight into the way that 

Escuela tried to first make a place for Presbyterianism in O'odham communities and then 

tried to implement changes that they felt were for the better. The report is titled "Outline 

of Tucson Indian School Development Problems/Objectives" and identifies five main 

objectives for Escuela. These objectives are aimed at the communities the students will 

return to, but they are presented as solid objectives to be achieved by the school: 

a) Need for adequate Christian leadership 
b) Development of better economic conditions 
c) Improvement of home life 
d) Improvement of health 
e) Development of social consciousness^^ 

The last objective, "development of social consciousness" deserves some closer attention. 

Those who prepared this report found that: 

The development of social consciousness has been difiScult probably largely due to 
the old customs of the Indians and the isolated maimer in which they live. 
However, by endeavoring to introduce the democratic idea into our school life the 
same principles are slowly being carried to the reservation, and the younger 
generation is very much interested in work for the good of the entire community. 

This particular goal of the Escuela administration is important because it essentially states 

that cooperation is a value which the Presbyterians feU it was their mission to instill in 

their students. The fact that the group who compiled this report found that the 
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development of a social consciousness was difficult is ironic. The O'odham, most 

especially the eastern and southern O'odham whom Escuela primarily served, had a long 

history and tradition of social cooperation. At least since the days of Apache raiding when 

it became necessary to organize small groups into larger defensive villages, the O'odham 

seem to have been adept at cooperating in order to achieve a goal. A message of social 

cooperation and community building were mentioned by many alumni with whom I spoke 

as the primary thing they learned at Escuela. Regardless of what the Escuela 

administration felt about their students it seems that their message of social cooperation 

was somethmg with which many of the O'odham students connected. 

While a clear goal of Escuela was to train students to be individuals, to be self-

sufiBcient, it was also clear that the Presbyterians had community building in mind. The 

O'odham still did not fit into Westem concepts about settlement. The small scattered 

villages that Fr. Kino tried to disband in the 17th and 18th centuries, with little success, 

were once again an issue for agents of assimilation. In a sense, ail the other goals that are 

listed in the report above spring fi-om this idea of a "social consciousness." The attitude, 

just as in Kino's time, seems to have been to get the O'odham to live in towns that were 

more acceptable to Westem concepts of home and family. Kino was attempting to 

assimilate the people into a society that was not the majority, but, in fact, the minority. By 

the time Escuela was active m O'odham communities, the American presence in the 

Sonoran Desert was a clear and dominant majority. For those O'odham groups who were 

closest to the encroaching Americans there was already a strong tradition of cooperation, 

so the Presbyterian message regarding the development of a "social consciousness" was 

something that was consistent with their experiences. This may have been a factor in the 

success the Presbyterians among the O'odham found. 
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Those who ran Escuela were aware that they were fulfilling a need for some 

O'odham and Pima parents. In 1943/44 Leslie Cronk served as an interim superintendent. 

He had actually worked at Escuela for years in various roles, and he was, by alunmi 

recollections something of an unforgettable character. In a report fi-om his year as 

superintendent Cronk acknowledges the way that Escuela was being used by some 

O'odham and Pima parents; 

We are also serving a group, many of whom are children of former students who 
have very definite ideas that their children must be prepared with a higher 
education that will allow them to go far in the management of community and 
governmental affairs. They are right and we find ourselves planning a program 
that will give the most to that larger group that will...retum to their home 
communities. However, in planning for the majority we do not want to forget the 
minority group who have the ability and the ambition to go into higher education. 
The reservations need more young people to take over the higher positions that 
can only be handled by a group who has had the training and development of 
further education. 

Those who ran Escuela seem to have been fairly sensitive in trying to meet the needs they 

perceived for the O'odham and Pima communities they served. The communities that 

expressed an interest in Escuela were the entry way for Presbyterianism and thus 

"civilization" on the reservations, so cooperation was important. 

For the Presbyterians, a great deal of their success hinged on getting an educated, 

active native ministry out in the reservation communities. In a 1952 edition of a handbook 

for missionaries working with Indians, the author states the oflficial position of the various 

Protestant mission boards on the idea of a native ministry: "The discovery, training and 

using of a native Christian leadership is a worthy goal of missionary endeavor in any 

field...that the Indian is capable of leadership, no one will question. The emphasis must be 

put on the right kind of training. Just as the Puritans wanted to use the Harvard Indian 

College in the 17th century to train native ministers, Escuela was seen as a place to train 
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evangelical Indian people who would spread the word of God, and thus the seeds of 

civilization. Roe Lewis and Jose Pablo were nearly perfect examples of this ideal. They 

represented what Escuela was trying very hard to produce: evangelical Indians. The 

success of these and other Escuela alumni kept the momentum of the Presbyterian mission 

among the O'odham and Pima alive for years, despite limited inroads being made by the 

Presbyterians among the O'odham at large. Escuela, in trying to reproduce the success 

they found with Lewis and Pablo, offered students an education that emphasized Christian 

knowledge as well as the community building skills an evangelical minister might need. 

The active work of the school in some O'odham conraiimities helped to create a 

buffer between the Americans and the O'odham. Fraaer Hemdon kept himself in the 

middle of O'odham politics, and on occasion the Presbyterians would step in between the 

O'odham and the federal government. By the early 20th century this Presbyterian presence 

was countered to some degree by Catholic missionaries. To some extent Fr. Oblasser was 

the counter to Frazier Hemdon, as both men seemed to believe that their message offered 

the most help to the O'odham. The same 1930s report that listed the goals of Escuela had 

this to say about the role the school and the Presbyterians played in O'odham politics: 

In some instances where the school has introduced certain phases of development 
the government has heartily cooperated and has taken the burden off our hands. In 
other cases where the Indians have misunderstood the purposes of the government 
the school has been instrumental in explaining those difficulties and bringing about 
cooperation between the two.^^ 

The mission of Escuela was largely being tailored to the perceived needs of the 

populations which were being served. 

An active role in local politics was not the only difference between Escuela and 

other Indian boarding schools at the time. The consistently Christian message which 

seems to have permeated the Escuela experience could never have been achieved in a 
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federal school after the lengthy denominational debate over religion in federal Indian 

schools. Another report, this one for the year 1940-41, reveals even more clearly what 

made Escuela different. Under the heading "General Objectives" Martin Girton and three 

other Escuela staff members spelled out the Escuela mission for that year: 

1. To present Christ by example and precept that the Christian religion may be 
thought of as a practical, everyday possibility that challenges the best that is in 
us. 

2. To develop right attitudes toward life in general (making that life a complete 
moral life) 

3. To develop each student to the limit of his possibilities. 
4. A definite study of the cardinal principles of secondary education and an 

application of them to our own group 
a. Health 
b. Command of fundamental processes 
c. Worthy Home Membership 
d. Vocations 
e. Citizenship(commuiiity-school-state-nation) 
f Worthy use of leisure 
g. Ethical character 

5. To help pupils make their Bible study a guide in present day experiences and 
not an end in itself 

6. To create on the part of the teachers a spirit of less worry over the acquiring 
subject matter as an end in itself and more emphasis on creative living. 

These educational goals are consistent with the goals of Indian education 

generally, but the emphasis is more obviously placed on Christian doctrine in the mission 

school environment. The policy of assimilation which inspired federal Indian education 

always held the absolute need of consistent Christianizing for success. At Escuela this 

precept could be followed closely because everyone who was directly involved seemed to 

agree that the Presbyterian message was acceptable and helpful. Parents who sent their 

children there did so by choice, not force. Aside from Lillian and Claudina, who felt the 

missionaries at San Miguel had more influence on their attending Escuela than their 
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parents, the other alumni I spoke with felt that their parents were sending them to Escuela 

because it was a Christian school. Some O'odham individuals and some O'odham 

communities embraced Presbyterianism, and felt that Escuela satisfied a need. Unlike a 

federal school where the goals could not have been so clearly denominational, Escuela was 

fi'ee to attempt to create a Christian Indian ministry which would fiarther the Presbyterian 

cause. 

Teaching hy Example 

Since good Christians were the desired result at the Tucson Indian School, it is to 

be expected that the teachers and staff were expected to provide solid models of Christian 

piety, charity and wisdom. Eliza (1939-43) expldned the way that she and many of her 

peers perceived the teachers: "...I can remember, I didn't know any Christian people when 

I was growing up. I just thought they were next to God, I just respected those teachers. I 

just thought they had no vices at all." The students were being taught very consciously by 

example. The assimilation model which guided Indian education subscribed to the idea 

that a Christian example was a sure way to ease Indians into mainstream America. 

Of course the teachers were human, and they did have vices. While a Christian 

example was to be expected firom all Escuela employees, sometimes they fell short of the 

mark. Eliza remembers when one of her teachers. Miss Margaret, lost her saintly status: 

And I was just stunned when I found out Miss Margaret smoked [laughter], I 
heard about it, but I couldn't believe it. We used to clean the teacher's...where 
they stayed...and I saw her sitting there smoking one day out on the back porch, 
that they had. I was just crushed. And as I grew up, we hear in service that we're 
all just human, you know, we have our faith. But at that time I don't think I could 
forgive her [laughter]. 

It was not just the teachers who were to provide the Christian example. Since 

Escuela was a boarding school, the girl's matrons and boy's supervisors had a great deal of 
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responsibility for the "moral development" of the children. In an undated report on the 

girl's dormitory, some of the aims of the girls' supervisors reflect this desire to teach by 

Christian example: 

To aid in the development of Christian character in each girl with all that this 
means in individual counselling and guidance. 
To set an example of Christian character in daily living, in all situations which 
arise. 
To grow, ourselves, in grace and in the knowledge of God.^® 

The people who worked at Escuela were there to aid in the Christian growth and 

development of each child. The best way to achieve that was by providing a good 

Christian example for the students to follow. 

The reality, though, was that many of the teachers at Escuela are remembered as 

good teachers, but comments about discipline creep into nearly every remark made by 

alumni about teachers. Betty (1929-41) remembers Miss Taylor, the Bible teacher: 

I know they were hard, but they were good teachers. Like they were saying about 
Miss Taylor, she was a mean, mean teacher...She was our Bible teacher. She 
taught us the Bible real good...We used to memorize verses....memorize it and say 
it to her...if we didn't say it right, she'd make us say it over again so many times. I 
know them, and then now I forgot [laughter]. Some I still remember. 

This Miss Taylor was Aime Taylor; her sister Margaret Taylor also taught at Escuela. 

Margaret Taylor was the Miss Margaret that Eliza caught smoking. 

The stories about these sisters range from humorous and touching to sometimes 

mean spirited and incredibly insensitive. When I sat down with the whole group we talked 

about teachers and punishment. One of the Miss Taylors is the teacher in the following' 

story that Betty (1929-41) told; 

I remember one teacher put a clothespin on my tongue [laughter]... a brand new 
clothespin, you know how tight they are [audible wincing from the group]. My 
saliva ran down to my dress and made a pool right here and I sat there all during 
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class, and finally the class was over and I got up and the saliva ran on the floor...I 
guess I was talking, I wasn't supposed to be talking [laughter]. 

This type of mean spirited, humiliating punishment was only reported by Betty, who went 

to Escuela for a fiili 12 years. By the time the majority of the alumni I spoke with 

attended, reforms had begun to change what was viewed as acceptable punishment. 

Putting a clothespin on a child's tongue for talking would be considered abuse by 

today's standards. It is an unjustified punishment and shows the lengths to which teachers 

would go to make Indian students conform to Western ideas about acceptable behavior. 

Betty told me another story about the one of the Taylors; 

...one time she tied this girls head up...'cause this girl was always hanging her head 
down. I guess she was bashfiil. She was trying to make her answer something. 
She was just hanging her head down and I guess it made her mad [laughter]. She 
went and tore up a sheet or something and she tied her head up to the globe 
[laughter] that was hanging down [indicates a light fixture]. Just tied it up there 
and made her put her head up for a whole hour or so...the rest of the class time. 

This story shows the ethnocentric ideology which was behind Escuela. The girl's shyness 

was being perceived as inattention or some other unacceptable behavior, so the teacher 

literally forced the girl to sit up and look forward like a good little student. The teacher 

would not see this girl's behavior firom any perspective but her own. 

As stated above, by the 1940s and 50s cruel punishments like these seem to have 

diminished considerably. Marguerita (1947-54) who was present when Betty told the 

story about the clothespin remembers a much different Escuela: 

You know when I hear them [the older Escuela alumni] how they were punished 
and it was way back...! couldn't imagine how they were punished and how we were, 
we were just doing detention...! don't ever remember...I hear them saying how they 
were punished, I thought, oh, we weren't. I can't imagine putting a clothespin on 
their tongue. It was just detention...then we had to do extra work cleaning or I 
don't remember ever getting whipped or...[laughs]. 
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Most of the alumni with whom I spoke, in fact, could not remember being punished at all 

or if they could the punishments were not nearly as severe as what Betty recalled. 

Another teacher. Miss Parker, was remembered as being strict, but not mean. 

Eliza (1939-43) remembers Miss Parker, who was the sewing teacher, as having imparted 

a lesson which stuck with her through the years: 

She insisted on accurate work. She'd say she didn't want any shoddy work, 
perfection. And we'd sew, if there was anything out of the way, she'd rip it apart. 
You know that's a good lesson, that you dont do shoddy work. I learned that 
from her...When you do something, do it well...That stayed in my mind. Later on 
when I worked for the government and I did work m the ofiBce, I always tried to 
do...I didn't want to do shoddy work, I'd hear her, "Whatever you do, don't do 
shoddy work." She stayed in my mind. 

Miss Parker was remembered for more than her sewing lessons. She could apparently 

make a Southern gravy that was unforgettable, even after 50 years. When Eliza spoke of 

Mss Parker's gravy the entire group seemed to recall what a treat it was. EUza told us: 

...the teachers would all take turns cooking the Sunday meal, and this woman 
[Miss Parker] made a Southem gravy, I guess she was from Virginia, and her 
gravy was just out of this world, I don't know what all she put in it, but it was 
good, I used to look forward to the times when she was in charge. 

This type of fond memory really characterizes the alumni remembrances of their Escuela 

teachers. Miss Parker, especially, seems to have made a fairly positive impression on the. 

alumni who knew her. They called her cukud which means "owl" in O'odham. Apparently 

she was one of those teachers who seemed to have eyes in the back of her head. Miss 

Parker was also remembered for showing the students how to make mattresses one year 

from cotton grown on the Escuela farm. 

One story that Claudina (1945) told reveals how teachers tried to implement the 

objectives set by those who ran Escuela. Claudina was never happy at Escuela, but she 

does remember her fifth grade teacher with some fondness: 
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To me she was the best. I don't remember any of those other teachers... [to Lillian] 
Remember that little fish pond we built? She was the one that told us that, now I 
remember, she told us we all came firom diBFerent parts of the... whatever, tribes or 
whatever, but when there was work to be done, if it was going to be done, we all 
had put our hands in. So when we built that little fish pool...even the boys were 
nice, they weren't throwing cement at us or anything. And we had the fish pond, 
and we bought fish and we put them in there. And I always remember her saying 
that, you know, that you can get along with anybody. You dont have to stand 
over here and say, "I'm an Indian, and you're somebody else." 

Teaching the students to cooperate in order to accomplish goals reflects the development 

of a "social consciousness" which was important to the Escuela agenda. As stated above, 

this may have actually been somewhat of a cultural touchstone for some O'odham students 

who had come fi'om villages with a tradition for cooperation and cultural brokering. 

Eliza drove this idea home when she told me how she thought the teachers at 

Escuela accomplished what she called "character building"; 

Well by observing the teachers and how they lived and how they treated one 
another and how they treated us. And they didn't have much money, but if we 
needed a stamp, we could ask any one of them, "Can we a borrow a stamp?" And 
they knew we wouldn't pay it back, but they'd say, "I have a stamp." And now that 
I think of it, they just got very little, but they would do anything for us. 

Everyone at Escuela was expected to treat each other with respect. While the teachers 

occasionally violated this agreement with unjust punishment, it seems that most of the 

alumni had a great deal of respect for the teachers and they felt that the teachers respected 

them. When we spoke as a group many of the alumni commented on the dedication of the 

teachers. There seemed to be a general agreement that the teachers who worked at 

Escuela were good people doing a difficult job for a small amount of money far fi^om their 

homes. Maijorie and Barbara, in fact, both told me that they kept in touch with one of 

their teachers. Miss Cuthill, for many years after they left Escuela. Generally speaking, 

there seemed to be a genuine respect and admiration for the teachers at Escuela. 
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Escuela was also a place where the teachers learned from the students. Eliza 

(1939-43) told the group a story which suggests what the students may have offered to 

the teachers: 

I think the teachers learned from us too. I remember Dr. Girton telling a group 
that the Indian people were very polite, very quiet, never on time. We are, we're 
just easy-going, we don't rush around and, maybe the younger generation do, but 
we're just easy-going...if there's a diimer somewhere we'll get there, they'll wait for 
us. There's no rush...Well he says this boy came in and there was a meeting, and 
this young boy came in and said, "Dr. Girton" and he said, "just a minute." The 
boy stood there, "Dr. Girton." "Hold ofi^ I'm meeting." Then way after he said, . 
"Well what did you want?" "The barn's on fire." [lots of laughter] That's the 
way...he could have just run in, any other boy would have run in and say, "The 
barn's on fire!" but he was very polite. I think they learned from us because we're 
that way, not just this tribe, I think all Indian people are just easy going; we don't 
rush around and get excited. Or do we?[Iaughter] 

Language 

Because many of the alumni that I spoke with started Escuela in the fifth grade, 

they were already proficient in English. The fact that O'odham could not be spoken at 

Escuela did not seem to be a major issue to any of the alumni that I talked to. As stated 

above, George and Betty started Escuela very young, so that was the environment where 

they learned to speak English. Both of them reported having a workable knowledge of 

English by the end of their first year, but not being able to speak O'odham freely could be 

very frustrating sometimes. Betty explains how one could be punished for merely 

communicating: 

I didn't know too much English. Some things I had to say in Indian to make them 
understand what I meant. I remember this one time....somebody reported me, that 
I was talking Indian, I guess she didn't like me [laughter]. So the matron called me 
in her room and says, "Take that spoon of castor oil" [laughter]. She put it in my 
mouth, but I held it way back...and she said, "Now don't let me hear you talking 
Indian again. I don't want anybody telling me that you're talking Indian." So she 
let me go and I rati upstairs and threw it up [laughter]. 
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George also remembers the earlier era punishments for "talking Indian"; 

One thing they did was, they would wash your mouth with soap, or they would use 
salts, you know...Give you the runs, you know. Make you work for so many 
hours when you were supposed to be playing around. Maybe even like, they call it 
town days, where you could go to town and do whatever, go to the show, eat a 
hamburger or something, you know. If you were punished, you know, you didn't 
go, you had to, either you just stayed home or they made you work, depending on 
how bad the crime was [laughter]. 

The prohibition of Indian languages at Indian schools was effectively a prohibition 

of Indian culture and heritage. It was a regrettably destructive policy. The stories that 

George and Betty remembered show how Indian languages were treated like "dirty 

words." Castor oil and soap were used to cleanse the offending mouth, just as they might 

have been if the student had used English profanity. The respect that was due to some of 

these students for being bi-, tri-, and sometimes quadralingual was not granted because 

Indian languages were seen as belonging to a lower order. 

Barbara (19397-47) had an interesting perspective on the Indian language 

prohibition at Escuela. In her mind, one was not allowed to "talk Indian" because it might 

exclude someone who didn't understand: 

When they didn't want us to talk, [I thought it] was because there were other 
tribes...To me it was impolite. My mother, I can remember her, she would go to 
sewing club over here at the school and the ladies would start talking, and they " 
would sit in little groups and whisper. To me, I always felt bad for my 
mother...she couldn't understand them. And so when they told us not to talk our 
language at school to me it was just being polite to the others. I didn't think about 
it as being, you know punishment or...I just thought it was the polite thing to do, 
not to talk in front of the others because there was a lot of other tribes there. The 
majority were, see the Punas and the Papagos understand each other, and so, there 
would be just a few that wouldn't understand, but still...I always thought it was 
impolite. To me it had a different meaning. 
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Barbara was the only alumnus with whom I spoke who expressed this type of idea, but her 

personal experiences led her to see English as the one language conunon to ail of the 

students. In her mind it was therefore the logical language of daily use. 

It is worth noting those who went to Escuela speaking O'odham did not give up 

their language at school any more than they gave up their cultural heritage. Lillian, in fact, 

turned her knowledge of O'odham and English into a career asset. Lillian told me about a 

job she got when she eventually returned to the O'odham reservation; "I started out as a 

driver/interpreter when I first started working with Public Health, that was the job, 

position, driver/interpreter. And I used to go out with the nurse and interpret for her." 

Lillian was following in a tradition of people who attended Escuela and then acted as 

cultural intermediaries. Rather than buying into the idea that her native language was a 

deficiency, Lillian used it as an asset. 

The language situation at Escuela did not seem to differ much fi"om federally run 

schools. Indian languages were denigrated to the point that some students subscribed to 

the idea that their language was inferior and stopped speaking it. Lillian and Claudina's 

older sister seems to have experienced that. The net result in many Indian communities is 

the loss of native languages because people who went to boarding schools came home 

with a new language and a new outlook on their own language. Some of the Escuela 

alumni that I spoke to were raised in English because their parents had gone to boarding 

schools and come home speaking English only. Since eight of the nine people I spoke to 

individually for this thesis had parents who attended boarding schools, at least for a short 

time, their parents' generation were often the first to deal with the language issue. As I 

said, except for George and Betty, everyone else came to Escuela speaking English with 

some proficiency. The most hopefial footnote to the language story for the people I spoke 

with is their involvement in the O'odham choir. This choir, which seems to be a fairly 
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recent venture, sings Protestant hymns in O'odham, or as mentioned in the introduction, 

occasionally in Pima. 

The Escuela Family 

Escuela was a small school that attempted to create a fairly close family 

environment. Students were required to do all the work associated with the ruiming of the 

school. These chores would be assigned on a rotating schedule, so that every student 

would have to do every job at one time or another. Since the group I spoke with was 

primarily women, I got a much more complete sense of the girls' work than the boys'. One 

of the more dreaded jobs seemed to have been getting up in the wee hours of the morning 

to prepare for breakfast. Eliza told me: 

...some of us would get up at four and go to the kitchen to start preparing the 
meal. We'd do that for maybe two weeks, and then we'd quit and another group of 
girls would take over. And then we worked in the laundry, some of us. We had a 
big laundry there. And some of us worked there... So we were always, some of us 
had free time and others would be working. 

The early morning shift was a vivid memory for Lillian who recalled: 

...at Escuela we had details to do before school. Some were assigned to the dining 
room, like at sk o'clock in the morning to get breakfast. And we were assigned 
into the kitchen, or in the dining room. They'd have to get us up early in the 
morning. Sometimes it felt like I closed my eyes and I woke up again. I didn't get 
enough sleep before this young girl would come and wake us. All I heard was her 
big. Big Ben clock ticking. "It's time to get up." Oh...then I'd run and take a 
shower and get going to the kitchen. And when it was time for breakfast, they'd 
ring the bell. 

Meals at Escuela were served "family style," which meant that the tables were set 

and the head of the table served the rest. Seating was assigned and it changed regularly. 

Several of the alumni commented on the mealtime arrangement. 
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Maijorie (1948-50)21 
[Every meal] was homestyle. So that was the other difference. You got to know 
the people. You didn't always have everybody you knew at the table...part of it 
was that you had to introduce yourself ..the tables were numbered and then....then 
we changed around every six or eight weeks, so you got different table mates. 

Barbara (19397-47) 
[Meals were served] family style. We changed tables every...I don't remember if it 
was every month or so many weeks and we always had some boy or girl in high 
school at either end. And the rest would be fifth graders up through junior high 
maybe. There was always a supervisor roaming around. 

Lillian (1944-47) 
We had a lady here and all the food in fi-ont of her, and the dishes and she'd serve 
us. And the gentlemen at the end would serve us the water or milk. Then of 
course the bread we'd pass around. We were served...And they had the blessing 
before, they had the prayer before we ate. And then each, there was six at each 
table and we each took something when we got through, the lady would take the 
dishes, and somebody the forks, somebody the tray and the young men would take 
the pitchers. And we used to get all excited, "Oh who's gonna be my next table 
mate." They used to do that, they used to change us around. We had to find our 
table. This lady that worked in the dining room used to have a little, like a little 
map, but it's the dining room and she would write down who all...I don't remember 
how often we changed. 

Eliza (1939-43) 
Oh we had good meals when I was there. We had a garden, I don't know if 
anybody told you about the garden. They planted squash, com, tomatoes, I don't 
remember if we had lettuce, but I know we had all those other things. And then 
we had a dairy, and I remember they bottled our milk in little bottles like that, they 
had an Indian maid on the outside, and they had "Escuela made" on there...They 
were shaped like glass milk bottles...they were small. And they had "Escuela 
made" on there and they had the little Indian girl sitting there...And we had, we 
drank milk and we always had a finit at noon and in the evening. And on Sunday 
evening we had a huge meal at noon. Remember we told you about this gravy, 
oh... We would have some kind of meat and potatoes and salad and gravy. And we 
had a bakery, and we had homemade bread. This baker was a little Mexican m^ 
his name was Corny; Cornelius but we called him Corny. He'd make cookies. So 
Sunday evening we'd have in our sack lunch, we'd have two sandwiches, baloney 
and cheese, either an apple, orange, grapefhiit, whatever. Then two cookies. 

There seemed to be a genuine desire on the part of the Escuela administration to promote 

a family environment and provide the children with a home, not just a school. The list of 
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aims of the girls' supervisors that was cited above had this as the first aim: "To make a 

home for the girls nine months of the year, a place where they may feel at ease."^^ Meals 

were clearly one place where this was accomplished. 

Another arrangement that mirrored American family life was the Senior Girls 

Home. There were dormitories that housed most of the girls, but by the 1940s, the senior 

girls lived in a separate home. The dorms consisted of common areas for dressing and 

lockers to hold the student's possessions and then what were called "sleeping porches." 

Lillian (1944-47) 
You know, up to now I stopped to think, didn't we get cold. We used to sleep out 
on the porch. And all the windows was canvas, you know we'd raise them up. We 
slept on the porch all winter long. And then I was thinking maybe the winter 
wasn't that cold in those years [laughter]. Or maybe I'm just old now [laughter]. 
We slept out there...! guess, well, they didnt have rooms for us, they just put us all 
out on the porch...We had rooms for like our lockers and to get dressed, but we 
didn't have bedrooms. And there was about, what three, four girls in one room 
where we kept our lockers and that was all. But our beds were outside. Here was 
the building like this, like that table and there was a porch all the way around it. 

Maijorie (1948-50) 
You could have as many quilts I'm sure as you felt comfortable...the girls that slept 
out there was never left to fi-eeze to death or anything like that, they had enough 
blankets. 

Eliza (1939-43) 
But when we got to be seniors, we went to the senior girls home. It was like a 
home...we had a living room, a sleeping porch and bedrooms. And we had a 
kitchen and we would fiy our hamburger with the cheese and we'd toast our bread. 
We made it taste good...The home that we lived in would be right about, there's 
Fry's, Mervyn's...between Mervyn's and...there's a dime store there at Santa Cruz 
mall, right in that area there, in that space there is where the senior girls home was. 

Some other activities that a few alunmi mentioned that brought them all together were • 

com roasts and melon busts. Eliza remembered: 

Since we had our own garden, when the com would get ripe we'd have a com 
roast. We'd build a big bonfire and we'd roast com. Oh we had fiin. And then 
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we'd have melon busts. And then if nothing else we'd toast marshmallows and 
have chocolate to drink. 

All of the alumni had something to say about the family environment at Escuela. 

The Escuela administration held the development of what they called a "social 

consciousness" as a very high priority, so that much of the activity of the school, from the 

daily operations to the social gatherings students had, was aimed at showing students the 

value of cooperation. 

Escuela was a place where people met and mingled. In this chapter I have tried to 

briefly show how it was human interaction that made Escuela breath. The people who 

went there and who sent their children there had goals just as the Presbyterian mission had 

goals. Escuela was a place where some people learned how to speak English, but for most 

of the people I spoke to it was more of a place where they learned that there were other 

people in the world and that to get by you need to cooperate with them. In the next and 

final chapter I will focus on the what the alumni perceived as the main goals of Escuela, 

and where leadership fits into those perceptions. 
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4 
A Christian Leadership 

From the chapel service students had to attend in the morning to evening vespers 

or prayers, those who went to Escuela were provided with a clearly religious education. 

This religious education provided the basis for what might be called leadership training at 

Escuela. The evangelical Presbyterian message at Escuela created an environment that 

allowed students to acquire a certain amount of leadership skills. In this final chapter I 

will try to more fully illuminate the connection between the Tucson Indian School and 

leadership among the Tohono O'odham. 

As stated in the previous chapter, the Presbyterian church felt that an educated 

native Christian leadership was not only possible, but highly desirable. This was a high 

priority at Escuela. Many of the letters, reports and promotional pamphlets related to 

Escuela mention the leaders who have come out of Escuela. A report fi"om very late in 

Escuela's history, 1958, reveals that by this time it had become a common belief that the 

Tucson Indian School created Indian leaders. The report entitled "Program of Christian 

Education at the Tucson Indian School," states: 

Recently Mr. Robert Hackenberg, instructor in the Department of Anthropology, 
and Research Assistant in the Bureau of Ethnic Research of the University of 
Arizona, was doing some research for the National Cancer Institute which led him 
to a review of the records of this station. Mr. Hackenberg's work led him into rich 
knowledge of the leadership of the Pima and Papago conmiunities, and he said that 
the records of this school were like the register of the leadership among the Pima 
and Papago people. ̂  

A similar sentiment was expressed by Escuela superintendent Joseph Poncel m an article 

which appeared in the September 18,1948 edition of Presbyterian life. Poncel, again by a 

fairly late date in Escuela's history, stated that: 
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Most of the important members of the Pima Tribal Council, including the council 
head, have attended the Tucson Indian School. Nurses, government workers, 
elders, Sunday school teachers, Christian farmers and housewives have been 
trained here. The Pima's Director of Religious Education is one of its products, 
and so it the Rev. Esau Joseph, one of the outstanding Christian leaders of the 
Southwest, and so is the Rev. Joaquin Lopez, first Papago to be ordained to the 
ministry.^ 

Another undated promotional letter fi-om the late 1940s goes on to list a dozen Escuela 

graduates who had gone on into leadership roles in their communities. This letter 

mentions Thomas Segundo, who was the Tohono O'odhairi Tribal Chairman from 1947-

1953 and then again from 1968 until his untimely death in a plane crash in May of 1971.^ 

Segundo seems to have been widely respected as an intelligent leader with a conscientious 

understanding of what changes could help the O'odham. He attended Escuela, finishing 

the 8th grade in 1935. 

Fmally a letter from Martin Girton to Presbyterian supporters dated February 12, 

1938 succinctly states what he felt was the service that Escuela was and had been 

providing: 

Practically all who have spent as much as three years here went forth as Christians. 
Many who spent not more than a year are proud of the fact, and attribute their 
measure of success to the lessons learned while here. It matters not where one 
may go on the Pima and Papago reservations there will be found the products of 
this school. They are the leaders in every worthwhile endeavor—the builders of 
better homes, and the leaders in social and health improvement and most 
prominent of all, in Christian activities. The advancement of the various Indian 
communities is in direct proportion to the number of former students who reside 
therein.^ 

Clearly those who ran Escuela were confident that their mission to train Christian leaders 

was successful. Girton seems especially confident that every community that had Escuela 

alumni was a progressive community. 
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A Cooperative Christian Environment 

When I met with a group of Escuela alumni, the general sentiment was that 

Escuela was a Christian environment and any connection to leadership was through this 

evangelical Christian message. The alumni that I spoke with are all still very active in their 

Christian faith, and it seemed that the one element of the Escuela education which had 

taken root in each of these people was the Christian message. In this section I will look at 

the Christian training that Escuela offered which will lead into the final discussion of 

leadership at Escuela. 

Christian leadership was always listed as a primary goal for the Tucson Indian 

School. A 1946 report stated that: "The school program is centered around practical 

courses. Training in Christian leadership, homemaking, and health, as well as vocational 

training, is provided for in the curriculum...Inter-racial and inter-cultural activities are 

stressed."^ By the early decade of the 20th century the Presbyterians saw their role as one 

of assisting the O'odham and Pima with integration into the larger society. While the 

message was still clearly assimilationist, the Presbyterians seemed to have gradually come 

to an awareness of the absolute futility of trying to convert and thus "civilize" an entire 

people. By the 1950s the handbook used by Presbyterian missionaries stated: "All are 

agreed that a wise and sympathetic understanding of the Indians' racial heritage, their 

customs and traditions is of paramount importance to the new worker among them. "^ 

After hundreds of years of missionary service, the Protestants were beginning to 

give lip service to the fact that an understanding of Indian people was vital to a missionary 

worker. Christianization was still the goal, though, and presumably understanding Indian 

ways was just a means to be able to more easily convert them. The difficult situation the 

Protestant missionaries found themselves in by the 1950s in American Indian communities 
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is well expressed in a quote from the same handbook cited above. G.E.E. Lindquist, who 

wrote the handbook, quotes Episcopalian Bishop of South Dakota, Hugh Burleson: 

He asked what we mean by trying to "civilize the Indian." Do we mean to make 
him look like white people, and act like white people?...We can, however, help to 
interpret this [modem society] to him and to ease up the process of his integration 
into it. We caimot unscramble the Indian any more than one can unscramble 
eggs."^ 

The bishop is expressing a mid 20th century reality for missionaries. After generations of 

frustrating work, it seems that ultimately missionaries realized that the task they had taken 

up, assimilation of Indians, was an impossible dream. While the bishop made this 

statement in the early 1950s, he was summing up a lesson that had been clear to many 

missionaries decades earlier. 

The Escuela administration seems to have consistently believed that they were 

providing a service and a message that was in demand among the O'odham and Pima. 

Escuela superintendent Joseph Poncel expressed this when he wrote: 

Our educational policy has always been one in which the needs of the Indian 
students are given first consideration. And, as they have become more 
independent of the trusteeship of the government, they show a marked desire to 
create the same school and social atmosphere which the white children have.^ 

Poncel is essentially saying that the O'odham and Pima were asking to be assimilated, 

which is more hyperbole than fact. The reality seems to have been that some O'odham and 

Pima communities did see a value in Escuela and they did want the service that it 

provided. Poncel saw this desire as an acceptance of Western ways as superior to Indian 

ways, when in reality many parents probably saw a good Christian education as a necessity 

in the modem world. Like George's father who seemed to believe that a good education 

was a means to compete with white America, many O'odham and Puna parents probably 

saw Escuela as a path to success for their children. It was neither a judgment on or an 
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abandonment of their culture, but rather an acceptance of a harsh historical and social 

reality. Protestant America was the dominant society and Escuela offered the O'odham 

and Pima an education steeped in that tradition. 

A Christian Education 

To insure that each student got a fiilly Christian education, the Escuela 

administration utilized a whole range of activities and classes which were geared toward 

Christianity. Aside from the Christian example that faculty and staff were to provide for 

students there a number of ways that Christianity seeped into the Escuela experience. A 

report from 1955, almost at the end of Escuela's life, shows how religious instruction was 

implemented. This report is late in Escuela's history, but reflects a cuhnination of almost 

all the different religious strategies used at Escuela over the years: 

1. Sunday school by teachers 
2. formal Sunday service 
3. youth group meeting on Sunday 
4. Weekday religious education classes for all grades 
5. daily devotions 

a) morning chapel 
b) meal prayers 
c) encourage students to make daily devotions alone or in a group 

6. Gospel Teams- volunteers from junior and senior classes that meet once a week 
and are encouraged to spread the word of God. 

7. Communicants class to prepare students for church membership 
8. Annual "Spiritual Emphasis Week" 
9. A Christian example will be provided by all faculty and staff 
10. Leadership training 
11. Missionary education^ 

Every part of the Escuela experience was related to Christianity, and students seemed to 

have connected strongly with that element of their education. 
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Bible Study 

One aspect of Escuela's religious instruction program was Bible training. As stated 

above, the Presbyterian faith holds a knowledge of the Bible in very high regard. 

Education in the Gospel, in fact, is central to Presbyterianism. In a scholarship letter from 

1924 an Escuela employee wrote, "I think if a vote were taken, Bible would prove to be 

the favorite subject. The Indian children are naturally religious and respond readily to 

Christian influence and training."^® When I asked the alumni that I spoke with what their 

favorite class was, the majority said "Bible." Several students told me about the Bible 

classes, but Eliza's conmients seem to explain why students were so interested in their 

Bible class: 

Oh Bible study was always my favorite. 'Cause this lady. Miss Taylor, the one 
they called "Priest," she was excellent. She was an excellent teacher. She made 
Bible study exciting. When she'd tell the story about the Israelites leaving Egypt, 
she would make it so real that you could just see all of them going in the desert. 
Crossing the river, the water parting; it was the way she'd read it and then she'd 
tell a little bit about the way the Jews lived in those days that weren't, that the 
Bible didn't tell. She'd tell about like when Mary and Joseph were betrothed how 
as children they were given to each other in marriage and how strict they were. 
They were engaged but they couldn't have anything to do with one another. Stuff 
like that that she would read on the side to make it exciting for us. The Bible is 
hard enough to understand. She made it exciting, I enjoyed Bible. 

One of the Escuela objectives was to get students to see the Bible as something that they 

could relate to and Eliza's comments reveal that Miss Taylor, though she may have been 

occasionally mean, was especially good at this. 

Bible study was a significant part of the religious instruction, something that each 

student had to take part in several times a week. Much of the Bible training included 

memorization and recitation of selected passages. The study of the Bible, though, seemed 

to be an almost academic affair until students got older. Eliza told me: 
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But as far as preaching salvation, they didn't do too much of that. It was more like 
just a pure study of the Bible. But when we got into our senior year, before we 
were going to leave the school, they talked about our soul. But all those, our 
younger years it was just strictly studying the Bible like you would history or 
geography. 

Eliza's comment gives a hint at why the Bible classes and regular religious instruction may 

have been accepted by Escuela students. Eliza seems to suggest that rather than force a 

message of eternal damnation without salvation on Escuela students, those who ran the 

school instead focused on acquainting the students with the many aspects of the faith. A 

siginificant goal of the teachers was to make the Bible real to students; teachers were to 

show that Presbyterianism and the Bible had a place in the everyday world. This method 

of making students aware of and comfortable with Christianity made the evangelical 

mission that much easier. Students who felt a real connection to the Presbyterian message 

were more likely to return and spread the message. 

Gospel Teams 

Once a student got to be a junior or senior at Escuela, it was possible for him or 

her to volunteer to be part of evangelical groups that would go out onto the reservation 

and sing and hold Presbyterian services. These groups were called Gospel teams and 

several of the alumni with whom I spoke participated in this program. 

Maijorie (1948-50) 
In my senior year we had what was called "gospel teams." Within that group we 
held the services, we were in charge of the service wherever we went. Each 
person, one would be leading the whole meeting and then different people had 
different areas that they...We had meetings in the churches, you know like they, 
used to have regular church service, and then on Sundays they would also have a 
Sunday evening service. So...like the time we came out here, for the morning 
service we went down to Vamori and then we had an evening service here in 
Topawa. 
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Barbara (19397-47) 
The Papago children would come to the camp meeting here, then the Pima children 
would go to their reservation to their camp meeting....! only remember the group 
that I was in, I think there were four of us, two boys and two girls, and then the 
big choir. The big choir only came[to the reservation] just that one time there was 
a camp meeting and that was all. 

Marguerita (1947-54) 
And then there was a group of five that would go out to, you know, they'd come 
to the reservation to the diiBFerent churches and they'd hold a little service...just 
take part in the church service....see here we have the main church here then 
there's four other chapels: Santa Rosa, Topawa, Vamori and San Miguel...the 
preacher here has to go to them. We used to come out and help like that. Our 
leader would have a sermon and we usually sang songs...participated like that. 

Evelyn (1944-50) 
They had a program they called "gospel team." And that's what I was with and we 
used to go out here to the different chapels singing and somebody would bring the 
message. We would go to Pima...to the Pima reservation. 

The Gospel teams are pertinent to this discussion for a couple of reasons. The aim 

of these groups was purely evangelical. The Gospel team members were essentially lay 

church workers. As lay workers charged with helping to organize, prepare for and then 

present a service, the students were being taught a whole range of interpersonal and 

organizational skills. If the students could prepare an entire service from start to finish, 

then they could not only spread the Gospel but they could also organize their own 

churches. Each student represented a potential Roe Lewis or Joaquin Lopez, Christian 

people who could and would work as Christians in their communities. 

Another aspect of the Gospel teams that is important to this discussion is the 

singing that these teams did. The O'odham have a very long cultural tradition which links 

singing to what might be called religion. Ruth Murray Underbill provides a fairly 

complete discusssion of the importance of song in O'odham culture in Singing for Power 

(1938). Underbill describes the importance and the power of song in the O'odham world. 

She found that in O'odham society: 
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song was not simply self-expression. It was magic which called upon the powers 
of Nature and constrained them to man's will. People sang in trouble, in danger, to 
cure the sick, to confound their enemies and to make the crops grow. They sang, 
as they fought and as they worked, all together. 

Underbill connect song with power and spiritual belief that she calls magic in the O'odham 

world. That magic is akin to religion and her discussion of O'odham singing clearly shows 

a connection between singing, belief and community. In the introduction to the 1993 

edition of Singing for Power Ofelia Zepeda, an O'odham linguist and poet, states that, "in 

the 1990s the O'odham are still singing. They revel m the beauty of a good song whether 

the song is perhaps part of a story only partly remembered or a song newly created by a 

contemporary song dreamer. All ages sing."Both Underbill and then Zepeda point to 

the absolute unportance of song to many aspects of O'odham culture. Simply put, the 

O'odham have always been and will always be singers. 

The singning which Underbill found so prominent among the "traditional" 

O'odham in the 1930s permeated Escuela in those same years. Every alumnus that I spoke 

with participates now or has participated in the past in some sort of choir. The O'odham 

cultural tradition of singing and the evangelical Christian tradition of singing seemed to 

coalesce at Escuela. Everyone I spoke to expressed a genuine love for singing and these 

choirs seem to have been a natural outlet. George (1931-1941), as the only man that I 

spoke with individually, had a fairly typical boy's reaction to the church choir when he was 

at Escuela: 

I kinda thought like choir people, you know kids, well like the altar boys too, it 
kinda looked like it was kinda sissified, you know [laughter]. I never, I made no 
effort, but I got good grades in music, you know, I liked to sing in music time, the 
classes. I just made no effort to sing in the choir. 

Betty (1929-41) told me about the various choirs at Escuela and then about the O'odham 

choir she and several of the other alumni I spoke with sing in. 
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We had a glee club and we had a choir, senior choir and junior choir. I was in the 
senior choir....We went out to sing at diBferent churches...! like to sing. I'm in the 
O'odham choir here...we sing in church, when they have communion we sing 
or...We get invited all over. Even to places where we thought we'd never be 
invited to, like the other...CathoIic churches. To wakes and anniversaries and 
weddings and parties all those we get invited to We have our Indian dresses 
that we wear, with ribbons. It's not our, our...the Papago way, it's mostly Apache 
dress, but we just use it. Our dress was different, just plain. I used to sew for my 
grandma and saw how her dresses were. 

Betty's comments about the O'odham choir she sings in now say quite a bit about the 

power of song to cross all sorts of social, cultural and personal boundaries. All these folks 

sing now and they all sang back then. Today they are singing Christian songs in the 

O'odham language while wearing Apache style dresses to occasionally Catholic audiences. 

The O'odham choir is a wonderfully complex example of the sort of cultural brokering 

which Escuela seems to have inspired. 

Leadership 

When I mentioned the idea of Escuela teaching leadership, ahnost all of the people 

I spoke with responded in some way that connected Christianity to leadership. It seems 

that leadership meant Christian leadership at Escuela. It was interesting that many of the 

alumni also responded to questions about leadership in terms of domestic training and 

home building or vocational skills. A class project one year in the 1940s was the 

construction, by students, of a "model home." The idea of the model home was to both 

show the students the "civilized" way to live and to teach them how to go out and build 

Western style homes on the reservation. Several alumni made reference to these 

vocational exercises as contributing to a leadership training. This is, of course, very 

consistent with Escuela's goal of creating a "social consciousness" among the people. If 

students could be taught how to build Western homes they would be more likely to go out 
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on the reservation and build that type of home which would encourage the neighbors to do 

the same and so on. 

The most consistent answer to the leadership question, however, was related to 

Christianity. The idea of being in charge of services was something that several alumni 

commented on. 

Barbara (19397-47) 
DF: Do you think leadership was an emphasis for the teachers at Escuela...were 
they trying to teach the students to become leaders? 
BS: I think so. They gave us, like we would be responsible for a chapel service . 
or...And then we had, I think they called it vespers on Sunday nights, where we 
would be in charge. 
DF: Were you being encouraged to be a leader in the church or in your 
communities? 
BS: I would say the church. 

Maqorie (1948-50) 
Each class was in charge of a chapel at least one day a week or once eveiy two 
weeks or whatever it was. And within our class, at least when I was there, we had 
to choose whoever was going to lead chapel that day and, you know, we got 
together and decided what songs to sing and that type of thing. We also had a 
gospel team, who came out onto the reservation. 

Marguerita (1947-54) 
DF; Do you think that Escuela was creating leaders? 
MM; I think so because when you look back, a lot of the Pimas, some of them 
went to seminary to become preachers and I think that's where they got...where 
they wanted to...Evelyn, her father was a preacher and he went there. And he's the 
only one that I can think of that was a Papago, I mean O'odham. But it's mostly 
the Pimas...There's a lot of, or there were a lot, they're all gone, most of them, 
that went to seminary. 

Eliza (1939-43) 
Well, they put us in the pulpit and have us prepare our own little whatever we 
were going to say, a little short sermon or we could call on somebody to come and 
talk. Sometimes they sent us out, not us, mostly the boys they sent them out to 
camp meetings or revivals and have them get up and testify. 
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George (1931-41) 
DF: How do you think the teachers, staff encouraged students to become leaders? 
GI: Yeah they were always emphasizing that, with their lectures, with their 
teachings, ^d I remember, of course, when you read the Bible, Jesus told his 
disciples... follow me...you know that's God's voice there. And then, out here, like 
they were saying, in those years, the Spaniards came first to this area and they 
convinced people that they had won all the O'odham to Catholic religion, but it 
wasn't true. But these Christian people...very few in number...I read a little article 
one time, talking about that, 99%, not even 1% were Protestant of the Tohono 
Nation, but this one little section of Christian people were the leaders. 

While leadership was not always equated with Christian leadership, the alumni response 

was significant enough to suggest that the Escuela goal of creating Christian leadership 

was coming across clearly to the students. 

George mentioned the disproportionate number of Protestant leaders among the 

O'odham. The belief that Escuela created leaders was as strong among the alumni as it 

was in the promotional material related to Escuela. Eliza gave me a more complete sense, 

aside from the Christian leadership training, why Escuela alumni seemed to rise to 

positions of community leadership. 

What they were tryuig to do now that I think about it, is to be leaders in your own 
community. To go back and be teachers, be nurses, be ministers, be the leaders in 
the community. They needed people like that in the early days.... And then some 
of the girls worked runmng The Arrow, they did all the typing, all the setting of the 
pictures, the binding, mimeographing, and some of them took turns working in Dr. 
Girton's office. See they were trying to interest us in a nursing career, a business 
career, a cooking career, or preaching. They were trymg to get us ready. And niy 
best girlfiiend, she did all of this business work. She was real active in putting The 
Arrowhead together...She'd go out and take pictures. And then she'd work in Dr. 
Girton's ofBce, and type his letter; everything that had to do with an oflBce, she 
would do...I think that's how they tried to prepare us. There were two hundred of 
us, an average of two hundred; they couldn't get to all, but they picked the ones 
that they thought were promising students... All the sermons that Dr. Girton would 
give us would be, be proud of who you are, get out and be an example to your 
people, lift them out of the type of environment they're in. He talked to us about 
being leaders in our community. I was telling you about this one teacher...she 
would say, "When you go out, don't do shoddy work." And you know I've tried. 
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Some of the phrases the teachers would use stay in my mind...I tiiink back, I think 
I found my niche there. 

Eliza's comments suggest the variety of ways that students were given responsibility and 

thus encouraged to become leaders. She also suggests the topic with which I will close 

this chapter: what the Escuela experience meant to the students. 

The Rscuela Advantage 

Through the course of the interviews conducted for this thesis it became clear that 

the experiences that the alumni had at Escuela were formative. Several of the alumni I 

talked to spent at least six years at Escuela. The education that was received from the 

Tucson Indian School was often cited as the most important factor in the success they 

found later in life. 

Barbara (19397-47) 
I just enjoyed all the years that I was there...! just enjoyed every year that I was in 
school. It just meant a lot to me. And I think that it has gotten me where I am 
today, or where I was when I was working. It was the foundation that my life was 
built on. It was the backbone of everything. 

Marguerita (1947-54) 
DF: Do you think that Escuela gave you an advantage? 
MM: Yeah...I think so...well in my Christian life it did. By participating, trying to 
help in the church and helping people...to work with other people...Q...how to help 
each other, help people that are in need and how to get along with people and to 
go out and, you know, try to tell them about the Bible and....I guess witness, I 
guess you'd witness to people about Christianity...Now I'm one of the Elders here 
at the church. 

Betty (1929-41) 
What I know...it got me working places. Getting to mingle with the other races. 

Maijorie (1948-50) 
Well, it was preparing us in the best way for the future, for that time, but beyond 
that there was that unknown. The only other thing I could have done, probably, 
was gone on to Haskell...I just wish that someone m higher learning could have 
said, "This is what you need to do." I know now that we were probably like the 
poor sister that people sort of threw a bone at once in a while....maybe the other 
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students who went from Escuela and then finished in the public school had a better 
idea of what they wanted. 

Evelyn (1944-50) 
I think I was really happy when I found out I would be able to graduate...! knew I 
would be able to get a job or do things that I probably wouldn't be able to do if I 
didn't have a diploma. 

These comments suggest the basic range of responses. Maqorie was the only alumnus 

that I spoke to who expressed some regret over not being informed about university 

options. There seemed to be a feeling that the religious training was an aide when they 

went out into the world and had to deal with many different peoples and many different 

situations. 

Cooperating with others seems to be the message that came through the most 

clearly. Most of the alumni mentioned something about cooperation or meeting others 

and having to work with them as one of the primary benefits of having attended Escuela. 

This, of course, was also one of the main goals of the Escuela administration. Escuela 

was envisioned and operated as a place where different people would come together and 

mingle. The main goal behind this mingling was assimilation into the dominant society. 

None of the alumni that I spoke with regarded their education at Escuela in these terms. 

They all felt as if they were there to learn something in order to help themselves succeed. 

For all of them the Christian lessons they took from Escuela were perceived as a 

significant benefit in their lives. 
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Conclusion 

The Tucson Indian School closed in 1960. There are no buildings left from either 

campus. The big campus where all of the alumni that I spoke with went to school is now 

the Santa Cruz Shopping center at the junction of 1-19 and Ajo Way. The Tucson Indian 

Training School and other Indian schools were bom out of a series of policies and beliefs 

that were ethnocentric to an extreme. Thousands of Native American people were faced 

with the denigration of their cultures in Indian schools. By focusing on domestic service 

and vocational skills most Indian schools were not educating, but training Indian people. 

The idea of teaching Indians to be leaders and cultural intermediaries hi an Indian school 

seems contradictory to much of the body of knowledge about Indian schools. Indian 

schools always had, at their center, a contradictor^' set of beliefs. The idea of a 

segregated Indian school suggests the degree to which America saw Indians as "other," 

yet Indian schools were designed to integrate Indians into the mainstream of America. 

Escuela was of this system, yet it remained distinct within it. Escuela was a place to blend 

cultures, not segregate them. Like the student who reshaped the story of "Coyote 

Scattering Stars" into a syncretised tale about the Milky Way, the message taken from 

Escuela seems to have been one of cooperation and cultural blending. 

By the time the Presbyterians came to the O'odham, there was a clearly disruptive 

American presence in O'odham territory. In the late 19th century the West was wide open 

to expansion, and the Presbyterians came into the Southwest with the intent of "civilizing" 

in advance of the Americans. As time went by, the Presbyterian mission gradually shifted. 

By the 1920s, 30s and 40s Escuela was seen by those who ran it, those who sent their 

children there and those who attended as a place to get a solid Christian education that 

would allow graduates to succeed. Escuela became a place where cultures were 
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encouraged to coalesce, not clash. Christian ethnocentrism still ruled Escuela's halls, but 

by the middle decades of the 20th century the students who were coming to Escuela were 

mostly Christian already. These students left Escuela with a message of cooperation and 

community which served them well. Many Escuela alumni took this message and, just as 

Frazier Hemdon had hoped, returned to their homes with the skills and knowledge to help 

affect positive change in their conmiunities. 

Escuela was different from other schools for a variety of reasons. It was very 

close to the communities it served, so there was an opportunity for a dialogue between the 

school and the communities. The Presbyterians who came to work at Escuela seem to 

have been dedicated people who gained the respect, and occasionally the fear, of their 

charges. As a small school the students received close instruction. Most of the classes 

were very small, perhaps 10-15 students, so Escuela took on a family atmosphere. The 

size of Escuela seems to have been a good transition for several of the alumni. The school 

was big enough that students met a lot of people from different places, yet small enough 

that they were not lost in a large bureaucracy. 

The most impressive and clear difference between an Escuela experience and a 

contemporaneous federal boarding school experience was the religious instruction. The 

reason that Escuela seems to be associated with leadership is because of the dedication to 

an evangelical Christian message. The Gospel teams, the cooperative organization of 

chapel services, the close study of the Bible are parts of the Escuela education that were 

bom of evangelical Christianity, yet these things also promoted leadership skills in the 

students. By learning to organize and run a service students were learning valuable 

organizational skills. By going out into reservation communities students were not only 

sharing a Christian message, they were learning about working with their own people in a 
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community environment. Escuela, in training students for the Presbyterian ministry, 

effectively educated students in community building and social cooperation. 

Escuela was successful in its mission to create a Christian leadership. Several of 

the alumni that I spoke with are church elders. In the Presbyterian church the elders are a 

group of elected lay workers who essentially run the local churches. Several of the 

people with whom I spoke are second or third generation church elders. The Presbyterian 

message that Escuela tried so hard to spread is alive in these people. The way that they 

run the church and the message that they now spread has again changed. In the days of 

Escuela the Presbyterian message was one of lifting Indian people out of their "heathen" 

existence and into the Christian American culture that was quickly invading O'odham land 

and people. The initial clash is now over and the people who are left with Christianity 

have now fully adopted it as their own. The elders for the O'odham reservation Presbytery 

are O'odham elders who are making decisions about their church and community based on 

how they can best serve them. 

The Presbyterian message and the Presbyterian ethic became integrated into some 

O'odham and Pima communities largely as a result of Escuela. Several aspects of the 

Presbyterian message appear to have been consistent with the beliefs and cultural systems 

of some O'odham groups. The emphasis on elders, the representative form of church 

government, the importance of song, the emphasis on learning and knowledge as well as 

the overall message of community cooperation seem to have all been aspects of 

Presbyterianism that had some precedent in certain O'odham communities. Escuela 

played a fundamental role in providing some common cultural ground in the borderlands 

between the O'odham and the Americans. 

The arrival of the Tucson Indian Training School was timely. When Escuela 

opened the O'odham were experiencing more and more contact with Westerners. The 
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increase in contact meant that there was more chance for the violation of O'odham rights. 

Regardless of whether or not the Presbyterians came to the desert, by the late 19th century 

the O'odham were facing a need for well trained cultural intermediaries. To some degree 

the Presbyterians recognized this need and worked to fulfill it. In a broad sense Escuela 

was part of a massive conspiracy to destroy Indian languages and cultures, yet fi^om the 

perspective of many alumni, as Barbara put it, "It was the foundation that my life was built 

on." 
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